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1.0 Introduction 

(1) This statement of evidence addresses the town planning issues that arise with 

respect to an originating application filed in the Planning and Environment Court 

(No. D32 of 2010) by Kin Kin Community Group Inc (“Applicant”). 

(2) The originating application has been lodged against decisions of the Sunshine Coast 

Regional Council (formerly Noosa Shire Council)(“the Council”) relating to an 

application by the Second Respondent, John Wallace Shepperson (“Shepperson”) 

for town planning consent for Extractive Industry over land at 259 Murrays Road, 

Kin Kin (“the land”), more particularly described as Lot 259 on Crown Plan MCH187, 

County of March, Parish of Noosa.  The decisions of Council, which are the subject 

of this dispute, are the decisions to approve: 

(a) the Kin Kin Quarry Management Statement and Development Plan dated July 

1991; and 

(b) the Quarry Management Plan Kin Kin Quarry dated 20 March 2005, 

pursuant to a town planning consent of the First Respondent dated 21 July 1987 

and subsequently varied by an Order of the Local Government Court of Queensland 

on 13 May 1988 (“the approval”).   

(3) The Applicant also alleges that: 

(a) the use of the land for the purpose of an extractive industry, other than in 

accordance with the approval, is unlawful; and 

(b) there is no lawful approval for any extension of the term of the approval 

beyond the term specified in the approval. 

(4) This report contains a discussion and evaluation of the town planning issues 

relevant to the approval, the decisions of Council and the issues in dispute set out 

in the: 

(a) Originating Application; 

(b) the parties’ further and better particulars; 

(c) the Respondents’ Statement of Facts, Matters and Contentions; and 

(d) the Applicant’s Reply to the Statement of Facts, Matters and Contentions. 

(5) My statement of evidence is set out in the following way: 

(a) Chapter 2 describes the land and its context; 

(b) Chapter 3 provides a chronology of the events relevant to the approved 

development, the Neilsens Quality Gravels Pty Ltd approval and the issues in 

dispute; 

(c) Chapter 4 traces the approved development through the relevant planning 

scheme from date of lodgement to the present; 
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(d) Chapter 5 examines Council’s interest in the land as an identified potential 

source of extractive resources prior to Shepperson’s application for town 

planning consent for an extractive industry operation; 

(e) Chapter 6 describes the development proposed by Shepperson for the land 

and the nature and extent of the application for town planning consent; 

(f) Chapter 7 examines extractive industry permit TPC 1899 dated 21 July 1987, 

and as varied by Order of the Local Government Court of Queensland dated 

13 May 1988; 

(g) Chapter 8 examines the relevant conditions of approval and their compliance; 

(h) Chapter 9 examines compliance with the condition of approval requiring the 

preparation of a quarry management plan, and in particular the Kin Kin 

Quarry Management Statement and Development Plan dated July 1991; 

(i) Chapter 10 examines the history of commencement of the approval; 

(j) Chapter 11 documents Council’s interest in the land following approval; 

(k) Chapter 12 examines the Quarry Management Plan Kin Kin Quarry dated 20 

March 2005 submitted by Neilsens Quality Gravels Pty Ltd;  

(l) Chapter 13 examines the town planning issues relevant to the exercise of the 

Court’s discretion to make declarations and orders in favour of the 

Respondents, specifically issues of public interest; and 

(m) Chapter 14 contains a summary of my conclusions. 
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2.0 Site Characteristics 

2.1 Site Details 

(6) The land1 is located at 259 Murrays Road, Kin Kin, approximately 2 kilometres 

south-east of Kin Kin and 23 kilometres north-west of Noosa Heads.  The locational 

context of the land is illustrated on Figure 1 – Location Map. 

(7) The land comprises one allotment, more particularly described as Lot 259 on CP 

MCH187, County of March, Parish of Noosa. 

(8) Details of the land are summarised below in Table 2.1: 

Table 2.1 – Land Details 

RP Description: Lot 259 on CP MCH187, County of March, Parish of 
Noosa 

Address: 259 Murrays Road, Kin Kin 

Area: 60.02ha 

Owner: John Wallace Shepperson 

Applicant: John Wallace Shepperson 

Local Government: Sunshine Coast Regional Council 

(formerly Noosa Shire Council) 

1985 Schedule: 

- Zoning 

 

Rural Pursuits 

(See: Figure 14 – 1985 Noosa Shire Planning 
Scheme Zone Map) 

1988 Strategic Plan: 

- Preferred Dominant Land Use 

 

Rural Area 

(See: Figure 15 – 1988 Noosa Shire Planning 

Scheme Strategic Plan Map – Preferred 
Dominant Land Use) 

1990 Schedule - Zone Rural Pursuits 

1997 Strategic Plan:   

- Locality Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality 

(See: Figure 16 – 1997 Noosa Shire Planning 

Scheme Strategic Plan: Kin Kin / Cootharaba / 
Boreen Point Locality Map) 

- Preferred Dominant Land Use Extractive Resource Precinct 

Rural 

Rural Conservation 

Open Space – Conservation and Waterway Protection 

(See: Figure 16 – 1997 Noosa Shire Planning 

                                                      
1 As defined in the Originating Application filed in the Planning and Environment Court (No. D32 of 2010) by Kin Kin 

Community Group Inc 
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Scheme Strategic Plan: Kin Kin / Cootharaba / 
Boreen Point Locality Map) 

- Other Designations Potential Area of Extractive Resource Precinct 
Influence 

(See: Figure 16 – 1997 Noosa Shire Planning 

Scheme Strategic Plan: Kin Kin / Cootharaba / 
Boreen Point Locality Map) 

Noosa Plan 2006:  

– Strategy Map Rural 

Area of Ecological Significance  

Extractive Resource 

(See: Figure 17 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 
Scheme Strategy Map (Map SM)) 

– Locality Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 

– Zone Rural 

(See: Figure 18 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 
Scheme Boreen Point, Kin Kin, Cootharaba Zone 
Map (ZM 1)) 

– Overlays Environmental Protection Area 

(See: Figure 19 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 
Scheme: Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 
Biodiversity Overlay (Map OM 1.1)) 

 

Landslide Hazard Area  

(See: Figure 20 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 
Scheme: Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 
Natural Hazard: Landslide and Flooding Overlay 
(Map OM 1.3)) 

 

High Bushfire Hazard Area and Medium Bushfire 
Hazard Area  

(See: Figure 21 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 

Scheme: Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 
Natural Hazard: Bushfire and Acid Sulfate Soils 
Overlay (Map OM 1.4)) 

 

Key Resource/Processing Area, Resource/Processing 
Separation Area, Agricultural Land Conservation Area 

(See: Figure 22 – Noosa Plan 2006 Planning 

Scheme: Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 
Natural Resources Overlay (Map OM 1.5)) 

Proposed Use Extractive Industry (1985 and 1990 Schedule) 

Industrial Business - Type 3 Extractive (Noosa Plan 
2006) 

2.2 Current Use of Site 

(9) The land is currently used for extractive industry.  The land has previously been 

cleared of substantial vegetation, most likely for agricultural or rural activities, 
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although the southern portion of the land retains some vegetation adjacent to 

Murrays Road and Simpsons Road. 

(10) There are no buildings or structures erected on the land.   

(11) The land has frontages to Murrays Road of approximately 950 metres, Simpsons 

Road of approximately 650 metres and an unmade road reserve of approximately 

10 metres.  Access to the land is presently obtained via an unsealed track from 

Sheppersons Lane to the north of the land across an adjoining allotment (Lot 258 

on CP MCH187), also owned by Shepperson. 

2.3 Surrounding Context 

(12) The land is set within an established rural community, located approximately 2 

kilometres south-east of the township of Kin Kin.  Kin Kin is a small rural village 

with an agricultural focus.   

(13) The broader locality is set within a system of ranges and valleys, and the land is 

located within the Wahpunga Range.  The range systems are generally heavily 

vegetated with environmental values, while the valleys have generally been 

cleared, historically for farming activities. 

(14) To the east and south of the land lie the Great Sandy National Park, lowlands and 

wetlands around Lake Cootharaba, Noosa River and Kin Kin Creek, and Ringtail and 

Yurol State Forests.  Kin Kin Creek and its tributaries generally traverse the valley. 

(15) At a broader scale, the land is located in proximity to the following areas and 

facilities: 

(a) Boreen Point and Lake Cootharaba, approximately 10km to the east of the 

land; 

(b) Tewantin, approximately 18km south-east of the land; 

(c) Cooroy, approximately 16km south of the land; 

(d) Gympie, approximately 25km north-west of the land; 

(e) Brisbane, approximately 135km south of the land. 
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3.0 Chronology 

3.1 Introduction 

(16) A chronology of events, insofar as the events are relevant to the issues in dispute 

in the proceeding, is summarised below in Table 3.12.  The chronology has been 

prepared from the documents of the parties disclosed in the proceeding.  The 

chronology does not purport to be a comprehensive history of events.  It has been 

created to provide a timeline of the relevant events in the proceeding. 

Table 3.1 – Chronology 

DATE ACTION 

19.08.86 Council wrote to Shepperson advising that it had conducted percussion drilling 

which indicated the existence of rock on his property. Council sought access to 
Shepperson's property to carry out an extraction and crushing operation to test 
the suitability of the material [1] 

18.12.86 Council wrote to Shepperson advising Portion 259 was chosen as a land for a 
future quarry and requesting a meeting regarding acquisition of the land [2] 

20.02.87 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about an Extractive Industries 

Permit for Portions 258 and 259. Shepperson had geological testing done and 
was negotiating with a company to mine the blue metal and would supply the 
Council. As the Permit Holder, Shepperson could ensure that the blue metal pit 
is utilised to its full potential [3] 

Council resolved that preferred development strategy for the proposed Quarry is 
its development by Shepperson [4] 

31.03.87 

Noosa Planning Service on behalf of Shepperson made a Town Planning Consent 
Application for Extractive Industry for Portion 259 [5] 

13.04.87 Noosa Planning Service wrote to Shepperson as the owner of Lot 258 providing 
a copy of the public notice of the application [6] 

16.04.87 Public Notification of application published in Sunshine Coast Daily [7] 

06.05.87 Council wrote to Shepperson requesting further information [8] 

13.05.87 Noosa Planning Service wrote to Council responding to request for further 
information [9] 

Memo from Shire Clerk to Councillors recommending the Shire Chairman, 

Deputy Shire Chairman and the Shire Clerk be authorised to discuss with 
Shepperson the securing of long term availability for quarry material for Council 
purposes [10] 

28.05.87 

Department of Main Roads advised Shire Engineer that the Department had no 
requirements for Sheppersons Quarry other than upgrading of the intersection of 
Sheppersons Lane with Kin Kin Road [14] 

02.06.87 Council resolved to discuss with Shepperson the securing of long term 
availability of Quarry material [12] 

04.06.87 Shire Planner's Report to Development and Town Planning Committee 

                                                      
2 The references in Table 3.1 to a number in brackets, and in other Chapters of this Statement to a document number, are 

references to the relevant document number in a Bundle of Relevant Documents prepared and provided by the Solicitors for 

the Third Respondent in this proceeding. 
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recommending approval of the application [13] 

15.06.87 Shepperson and Allan Simes met with Council to discuss supplying Council's blue 
metal requirements [15] 

17.06.87 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about supplying the Council's blue 
metal requirements [15] 

08.07.87 Shire Engineer provided assessment of Shepperson’s town planning consent 

application to Shire Planner addressing issues including land access, quarry 
management, siltation control and securing material supply to Council [16]  

21.07.87 Council adopted to approve the application and wrote to Shepperson approving 
application and providing conditions of approval [18] 

31.07.87 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council regarding conditions 1, 3, 4 and 12 
[20] 

03.09.87 Council resolved for Council solicitor to confer with Shepperson's solicitors about 
the conditions appeal [21] 

03.09.87 Allan Simes and Shepperson attended a 'without prejudice' conference with 
Council's planning committee [22] 

06.10.87 Council resolved to defend the Local Government Appeal lodged by Shepperson 
and to accept alternative conditions relating to road construction [23] 

14.10.87 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors about Council's resolution to accept 
alternative conditions relating to road construction [24] 

23.10.87 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Council setting out Shepperson's understanding 
of the agreement reached regarding the road construction at the meeting on 3 
September 1987 [25] 

08.12.87 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors about Council accepting alternative 
conditions [26] 

15.02.88 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about conditions [27] 

13.05.88 Local Government Court of Queensland consent order made amending 
conditions of approval [31] 

24.04.89 Shepperson wrote to the Council requesting to withdraw the $20,000 surety 
until such time as definite steps are taken to open the quarry [32] 

16.05.89 Council agreed to return the $20,000 surety until the quarry is in operation [33] 

18.05.89 Council wrote to Shepperson advising it would release the surety [34] 

17.05.90 Council internally recommended no revocation action be taken for a further 2 
years [35] 

01.06.90 Council internally considered revocation action but given the significance of the 
resource recommended delaying it for 2 years [36] 

14.06.90 Council resolved to delay revocation action for 2 years [37] 

18.06.90 Council wrote to Shepperson about revocation of approval and advised that no 
revocation to be considered for 2 years [38] 

19.02.91 Readymix contacted the Council about taking up a lease on the Quarry [39] 

28.03.91 Readymix met with the Council to discuss intentions for the Quarry [43] 

09.05.91 Council resolved that revocation action would commence if no progress in the 
opening of the quarry made [41] 

10.05.91 Council wrote to Shepperson about revocation of approval and advised that if no 

progress in the opening of the quarry made, revocation action would commence 
[42] 

28.05.91 Readymix wrote to Shepperson explaining the delay in opening the quarry [43] 

11.07.91 Readymix wrote to the Council and attached the Kin Kin Quarry Management 
Statement and Development Plan [44] 
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07.08.91 Council officers reviewed the Quarry Management Plan and identified issues 
requiring resolution [45] 

22.08.91 Council resolved at the Ordinary Meeting of Council that progress had been 
made towards the opening of the Quarry [47] 

24.12.91 Council wrote to Readymix advising issues with the Quarry Management Plan 
[48] 

21.04.92 Readymix wrote to the Council responding to issues raised by Council about the 
Kin Kin Quarry Management Statement and Development Plan and proposing 
amendments [49] 

20.08.92 Council wrote to Readymix agreeing to amendments proposed to the Kin Kin 
Quarry Management Statement and Development Plan [50] 

05.08.93 Council wrote to Shepperson seeking permission to enter the property to carry 
out a preliminary survey of the proposed access road [51] 

10.08.93 Shepperson provided the Council with permission to enter [52] 

03.12.93 Council report noted Readymix withdrew from operating Sheppersons Quarry 
due to the cost of development and uncertain physical factors about the material 

relating to high quality stone products, such as concrete production and bitumen 
sealing aggregate and considered Council developing the Quarry and conducting 
initial quarrying and crushing activities to test rock suitability [53] 

20.01.94  Council resolved to approve a draft Agreement Document for a Trial Crushing 
and Construction Exercise [56] 

25.03.94 Deed of Licence entered into between the Council and Shepperson for quarrying 
in order to test the suitability of the rock for road construction [57] 

06.05.94 Works undertaken on Wolvi/Kin Kin Road to gravel and grade shoulders and 
sight distance clearing opposite Sheppersons Lane intersection [58] 

20.06.94 Works undertaken to grade and sheet gravel Sheppersons Lane and form and 
gravel new access through Shepperson’s property [58] 

18.07.94 Works undertaken to replace running planks and tighten Shepperson’s Lane 
bridge [58] 

08.94 – 
19.10.94 

Crushing undertaken [58] 

17.05.95 Shepperson met with Council about a permanent Lease of the Quarry [59] 

19.05.95 Readymix Quarry Management Plan amended to reflect agreement in Readymix 
letter dated 21 April 1992 and Council letter 20 August 1992 [60] 

06.06.95 Council report regarding the crushing of approximately 20,000m³ of rock for use 
in construction of Council roads and recommending an extension of the licence 
period [61] 

16.06.95 Council wrote to Shepperson agreeing to extend the licence period [62] 

23.06.95 Shepperson agreed to 3 month extension of licence [63] 

30.06.95 Council exercised its option with Shepperson to take up a Lease [64] 

27.07.95 Council prepared and endorsed "Extractive & Clay Mineral Resources of Noosa 

Shire" which included Shepperson’s Quarry as an extractive resource requiring 
protection [66] 

29.01.96 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Council about gravel removal  causing dust 

problems and that further removal of gravel from the Quarry be suspended until 
the upgrade of Shepperson Lane has been completed in compliance with the 
approval [70] 

28.06.96 Shepperson signed lease with Council [78] 

20.07.96 Council signed lease with Shepperson [78] 
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03.10.96 Lease between Shepperson and Council was registered [78] 

22.09.97 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Council about upgrading the access route from 
Shepperson’s Lane to the Quarry [86] 

21.11.97 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors advising that the works required under 

condition 1(iv) of the approval have been completed, being the upgrade of 
Shepperson’s Lane and the Shepperson’s Lane – Kin Kin Road intersection [91] 

15.05.98 Council wrote to the Department of Mines and Energy giving 'Notice of 
Appointment of a Manager of a Quarry [94] 

21.08.98 Council wrote to the Department of Mines and Energy providing an 'Extractive 
Industry Statistical Return' [96] 

10.09.98 Council adopted "Business Plan - Council Quarries (Ringtail Creek and 
Sheppersons Quarries) 1998-2001" which required Council to continue to 
operate the quarry in a manner consistent with current operations [97] 

01.10.98 Council resolved to generally support a proposal by Trinity Contract Crushing Pty 

Ltd to purchase stone from Shepperson's Quarry from the Council for material 
production for sale to developers, retailers, Council [99] 

22.01.99 Council wrote to the Department of Mines and Energy providing Notice of 
Appointment of a Manager of a Quarry' [103] 

30.08.00 Shepperson wrote to the Council seeking review of the terms of the lease with 
the Council [110] 

13.09.00 Council wrote to Shepperson advising it had resolved to enter into lease 
negotiations [112] 

05.10.00 Council wrote to Shepperson seeking submissions regarding the lease 
negotiations [115] 

26.10.00 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about extension of the permit, 

supplying the Council's blue metal requirements and releasing the Council from 
the Lease [116] 

31.01.01 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors confirming that conditions 1 and 2 of 
the approval had been satisfied, the council would consider an application for 
extension of the term of the permit and it would not be purchasing all of its blue 
metal from this quarry [124] 

Mar 01 Department of Natural Resources and Mines produced Land Use and Extractive 

Industries Report 5: Protection of Mineral and Extractive Resources in Noosa 
Shire recognised the continued need for planning protection of Sheppersons 
Quarry [126] 

21.03.01 Council wrote to Shepperson about the Council surrendering the lease [128] 

11.05.01 Council sent draft Deed of Surrender to Shepperson's solicitors [130] 

27.06.01 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council advising that Shepperson had been 

unable to reach an agreement with Sunshine Coast Quarries and could not 
release the Council from the lease [132] 

30.06.01 Council completed 'Queensland Mining Safety Performance Report 00/01’ noting 
6 council employees [133] 

01.09.01 Council completed 'Extractive Industry Statistical Return' [134] 

23.05.02 Council endorsed the "Report on Submissions on Proposals for The Noosa Plan" 

which noted that 168 submissions were made against the expansion of the 
Quarry.  Council endorsed the continued protection of the Quarry [135] 

31.10.02 Council updated "Extractive & Clay Mineral Resources of Noosa Shire", originally 
prepared in July 1995, which continued to refer to the Quarry [138] 

15.01.03 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council requesting an extension of the 
permit for the life of the quarry or a further minimum period of 25 years [139] 
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10.04.03 Council wrote to Department of Natural Resources and Mines enclosing Council's 
plans for the Quarry to be included in Council's draft Strategic Plan [142] 

14.04.03 Neilsens wrote to the Council about Neilsens operating the quarry and the 
Council relinquishing its lease [143] 

09.05.03 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors about the request to extend the life of 
the permit and requesting reasons why the extension is being sought [144] 

05.06.03 Council wrote to Neilsens requesting information on the scale and intensity of 
the quarry operation proposed [145] 

05.09.03 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about extending the terms of the 
extractive industry permit by 15 years [152] 

10.11.03 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors requesting the lodgement of a formal 
application to request an extension of the currency period of the approval [153] 

27.11.03 Council resolved to grant an extension of the extractive industry permit for a 

further 15 years, subject to conditions including the submission of an updated 
management plan within 6 months from the issue of the extension [155] 

02.12.03 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors confirming Council’s resolution to 

approve the request to extend the term for 15 years until 12 May 2033 subject 
to conditions [156] 

Dec 03 Neilsens and Shepperson entered into an Option Agreement - Kin Kin Quarry to 
enter into a Quarry Agreement and grant a lease to Neilsens [157] 

07.01.04 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about request for extension of 30 
years not 15 years and use of stockpile of blue metal [158] 

24.03.04 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors about request for extension of 30 years 
[160] 

25.05.04 Neilsens lodged a Quarry Management Plan with the Council [162] 

19.11.04 Council considered Neilsens Quarry Management Plan [163] 

10.02.05 Council wrote to Groundwork EMS requesting amendments to the updated 
Quarry Management Plan [167] 

24.03.05 Groundwork EMS wrote to the Council submitting amended Quarry Management 
Plan [168] 

18.05.05 Council wrote to Groundwork EMS confirming it was satisfied with the amended 
Quarry Management Plan [169] 

11.11.05 Groundwork EMS wrote to the Council seeking confirmation that a Development 
Application for Environmentally Relevant Activities is not assessable against the 
Noosa Planning Scheme [172] 

21.11.05 Council wrote to Groundwork EMS confirming that no further application for 

Material Change of Use is required as the development is to comply with the 
scale and intensity of the current approval [173] 

23.11.05 Groundwork EMS wrote to the Environmental Protection Agency about 

recommencing quarry operations and providing a Development Application for 
Environmentally Relevant Activities [174] 

06.02.06 EPA wrote to Groundwork EMS approving the application, subject to conditions 
[175] 

08.02.06 Neilsens made Application for Registration Certificate for an Environmentally 
Relevant Activity [177] 

21.02.06 EPA wrote to Groundwork EMS providing Decision Notice and Certificate of 
Registration [178] 

29.08.06 Groundwork EMS wrote to Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Water 
providing a Development Application for Clearing Vegetation [180] 

24.01.07 Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Water wrote to Groundwork EMS 
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providing Decision Notice for vegetation clearing [181] 

24.05.07 Department of Natural Resources and Water provided copy of certified Property 
Map of Assessable Vegetation for Lot 259 to Neilsens [182] 

Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Council requesting an extension of the term for 
30 years from 12 May 2033 [183] 

16.01.08 

Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Neilsens about the exercise of the option [184] 

11.02.08 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Neilsens regarding exercise of the option [185] 

20.02.08 Neilsens made submission to Council against proposed Material Change of Use 

application for Visitor Accommodation – Type 3 Rural at 24 Gympie – Kin Kin 
Road [187] 

20.02.08 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about extension of the permit [188] 

10.03.08 Council noted that the ERA approval has no upper limit [189] 

13.03.08 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council about the restriction of extraction 
[190] 

20.03.08 Neilsens exercised Option Agreement - Kin Kin Quarry [157] 

25.03.08 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council advising that Neilsens had exercised 
the option to operate the Quarry and requesting the surrender of the Council's 
lease over the Quarry [191] 

08.05.08 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors refusing request to extend the permit 

for 30 years from 12 May 2033, approving extension of the permit for 5 year 
from 12 May 2033 subject to conditions [193] 

13.06.08 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to Council confirming Shepperson will not rely on 
the approval of 8 May 2008 to extend the permit by 5 years from 12 May 2033 
[195] 

24.06.08 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors acknowledging that the approval of 8 

May 2008 will be noted as void and that Shepperson will rely on the approval of 
13 May 1988 and subsequent approved changes of 24 November 2003 [196] 

04.07.08 Council signed Surrender of Freehold Lease [197] 

30.07.08 Shepperson signed the Surrender of Freehold Lease [197] 

02.09.08 Surrender of Freehold Lease registered [197] 

15.10.08 Neilsens and Shepperson entered into a Quarry Agreement [200] 

30.10.08 Neilsens signed Lease of Lot 259 from Shepperson [198] 

03.12.08 Shepperson signed Lease of Lot 259 to Neilsens [198] 

03.02.09 Lease of Lot 259 Shepperson to Neilsens registered [198] 

03.03.09 Environmental Protection Agency issued Certificate of Registration for ERAs 
[201] 

12.10.09 Neilsens signed Lease of Lots 258 and 259 from Shepperson [207] 

16.10.09 KKCG wrote to Council about validity of approval [208] 

02.12.09 Shepperson signed Lease of Lots 258 and 259 to Neilsens [207] 

23.11.09 Council wrote to KKCG confirming that use not abandoned, a new application is 
not required and it does not propose to revoke the approval [211] 

22.12.09 P&E Law wrote to the Council advising that Neilsens operating the quarry was 

either a re-establishment of an abandoned use or an increase in the scale and 
intensity of any existing use [220] 

22.01.10 Council wrote to P&E Law confirming that it does not consider the use 
abandoned [244] 

28.01.10 Originating Application filed with Planning and Environment Court of Queensland  
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4.0 Planning Scheme Provisions 

4.1 Introduction 

(17) This section traces the approved development through the planning system as it 

applied to the development from the date of lodgement (i.e. 31 March 1987) 

through to the present, including: 

(a) the 1985 Town Planning Scheme for the Shire of Noosa, otherwise known as 

the 1985 Schedule; 

(b) the 1988 Strategic Plan; 

(c) the 1990 Town Planning Scheme for the Shire of Noosa, otherwise known as 

the 1990 Schedule, and amendments; 

(d) the 1997 Strategic Plan; and 

(e) the Noosa Plan 2006. 

4.2 1985 Schedule 

(18) The planning framework relevant to assessing the development application at the 

time of lodgement comprised the Local Government Act 1936 (Qld) and the 1985 

Town Planning Scheme for the Whole of the Shire of Noosa (the “1985 Schedule”).  

The 1985 Schedule was originally gazetted on 4 May 1985. 

(19) The 1985 Schedule divides the Shire of Noosa into zones and creates a statement 

of intent for each zone.  Under the 1985 Schedule and the Noosa Shire Town 

Planning Scheme Zone Map No. 3, the land was zoned as Rural Pursuits. 

(20) The intent for development in the Rural Pursuits Zone is to ensure that rural 

pursuits will not be adversely affected by significant industry or by other intense 

urban-type development which could conflict with the rural environment or cause a 

demand for urban services3. 

(21) Consistent with the Statement of Intent for the Rural Pursuits Zone, the Table of 

Zones provides that agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, parks and dwelling 

houses are types of use of land in the Rural Pursuits Zone for which the consent of 

Council is not required4.  Conversely, commercial premises, multiple dwellings, 

professional offices, shops, showrooms and warehouses were prohibited5. 

(22) Under the 1985 Schedule, the approved development is defined as Extractive 

Industry.  Extractive Industry is defined as follows:- 

““Extractive Industry” - Any premises used or intended for use for the extraction, or 

quarrying of sand, gravel, turf, rock, soil, stone or similar materials from land for use 

                                                      
3 Part B, Division 3, Section 14 
4 Part B, Division 2, Item 14, Column III 
5 Part B, Division 2, Item 14, Column V 
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as such but not for the extraction of specific minerals therefrom and including, when 

carried out on such land from which any such materials are extracted or on any land 

adjacent thereto, the treatment and storage of such materials and the manufacture of 

products from such materials.”6 

(23) Development of the land in the Rural Pursuits Zone for the purposes of Extractive 

Industry requires the consent of the Council, as it is a purpose which is neither 

permitted by Column III nor prohibited by Column V of the Table of Zones7. 

(24) The 1985 Schedule also specifies special requirements in relation to particular 

development.  The use of premises for Extractive Industry is to comply with 

Council’s requirements regarding land rehabilitation, waste removal, buffer areas, 

public safety, amenity and roadwork maintenance8. 

4.3 1988 Strategic Plan 

(25) A strategic plan for the Shire of Noosa, prepared in accordance with the provisions 

of the Local Government Act 1936, was gazetted on 13 February 1988 (the “1988 

Strategic Plan”).  The 1988 Strategic Plan took effect as Appendix A to the 1985 

Schedule and forms part of the Town Planning Scheme for the Shire of Noosa.   

(26) The 1988 Strategic Plan comprises two maps, which identify the ultimate preferred 

dominant land uses for the Shire of Noosa, a statement of aims and objectives in 

respect of the preferred dominant land uses, and a document containing supporting 

information used in the preparation of the 1988 Strategic Plan. 

(27) The 1988 Strategic Plan map identifies the land as having a future preferred 

dominant land use as a Rural Area.  Rural Areas are suitable for rural activities or, 

in contrast to the Rural Settlement Area, are not as well suited for closer 

subdivision9. 

(28) The Strategic Plan map also identifies land which has Extractive Resources as its 

future preferred dominant land use.  Land identified as Extractive Resources on the 

Strategic Plan map are existing extractive industries and areas likely to be utilised 

for extractive purposes within the next five (5) years10.  The land is not designated 

as Extractive Resources under the 1988 Strategic Plan. 

(29) One of the aims of the 1988 Strategic Plan is to protect land used for viable rural 

activities from unwarranted land use intrusions11.  This is to be achieved by 

controlling rezoning and the subdivision of land.  Protection is to be provided to 

existing, viable rural activities by assessing development proposals in terms of 

potential impacts upon adjacent rural activities12. 

(30) Another of the aims of the 1988 Strategic Plan is to ensure that the Shire has an 

adequate supply of extractive material deposits.  One of the ways of achieving this 

aim is to identify the presence of extractive material resources.  The Strategic Plan 

maps define the existing extractive industry areas, future extractive industry sites 

                                                      
6 Part A Definitions 
7 Part B, Division 2, Item 14, Column IV 
8 Part E, Division 4, Section 1 
9 Part A, Section 2(9) 
10 Part A, Section 2(12) 
11 Part A, Section 9 
12 Part A, Section 9(1) 
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where a commitment has been made with a view to commencing extraction, and 

areas with future potential for extraction.  The deposits shown on the maps do not 

represent all known deposits shown within Part B of the Strategic Plan as a number 

of deposits may be unworkable for a variety of reasons13.  Part B of the Strategic 

Plan provides a locational summary of extractive resources within the Shire and a 

summary of the potential of the various sites and programme of likely use14.  The 

land appears to fall within the area of the Wahpunga Range resource, which is 

designated as a major quarry resource15.  The locational summary is not cadastrally 

based and is little more than a hand drawn sketch.  Extraction of the Wahpunga 

Range resource is expected to commence within five (5) years16.  Other means by 

which the aim is achieved include ensuring extractive industry sites are adequately 

buffered from adjoining land uses, utilising effective rehabilitation practices for 

exhausted quarries and controlling extractive industry operations to minimise 

impacts. 

4.4 1990 Schedule 

(31) The 1990 Schedule replaced the 1985 Schedule as the Town Planning Scheme for 

the Whole of the Shire of Noosa following its gazettal in the Queensland 

Government Gazette on 15 December 1990.  The Schedule and Scheme Maps 

comprise the town planning scheme. 

(32) Under the 1990 Schedule, the land remained zoned as Rural Pursuits.  The solicitor 

for Sunshine Coast Regional Council, Wakefield Sykes has confirmed in a letter to 

the solicitors for Neilsens Quality Gravels Pty Ltd dated 20 April 2010 that there 

were no changes to the zoning of the land since the maps gazetted on 4 May 1985 

under the 1985 Schedule. 

(33) The intent for development in the Rural Pursuits Zone is to protect any viable rural 

activities, control the level of commercial, industrial and urban intrusion into such 

areas, and maintain environmentally sensitive lands in their natural state17.   

(34) The Table of Zones provides that Extractive Industry requires the consent of 

Council where proposed for a land comprising 20ha or more, and is otherwise 

prohibited if the land has an area less than 20ha18. 

(35) Under the 1990 Schedule, Extractive Industry is defined as follows:- 

““Extractive Industry” - “Any premises used or intended for use for the extraction or 

quarrying of sand, gravel, turf, rock, soil, stone or similar materials from land and 

including, when carried out on such land from which any such materials are extracted 

or on any land adjacent thereto, the treatment and storage of such materials and the 

manufacture of products from such materials.  The term does not include the removal 

of materials authorised by section 32(13) of the Act or a mine or dredging as defined in 

the Mining Act 1968-1989, or the removal of material from a land, where the removal 

                                                      
13 Part A, Section 11(1) Extractive Resources Objectives 
14 Strategic Plan Part B, Section 2.3.2 
15 Strategic Plan Part B, Section 2.3.2, Fig. 2.3 Summary of Extractive Resources 
16 Strategic Plan Part B, Section 2.3.2, Table 2.2 Summary of Potential Use of Extractive Resources  
17 Part B, Division 3, Section 14 
18 Part B, Division 2, Item 13, Columns 4 and 5 
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of such materials has been approved in conjunction with an approval for development 

or subdivision of the land;”19 

(36) The 1990 Schedule specifies special requirements in relation to particular 

development.  The use of premises for Extractive Industry is to comply with 

Council’s requirements regarding its operation, including upgrading roads or paying 

contributions towards road upgrades and maintenance, entry and egress 

requirements, fencing, hours of operation, buffering, noise and dust generation, 

land rehabilitation, waste removal and bonding requirements20. 

(37) The 1990 Schedule was subsequently amended on three (3) occasions up to 15 

August 2003.  The amendments to the 1990 Schedule do not change the definition 

of Extractive Industry, the zoning of the land, the statement of intent for the Rural 

Pursuits Zone or the level of assessment for Extractive Industry in the Rural 

Pursuits Zone.  There are no substantive changes to the specific requirements for 

Extractive Industry development. 

4.5 1997 Strategic Plan 

(38) The 1997 Strategic Plan was gazetted on 5 September 1997 and replaced the 1988 

Strategic Plan.  The 1997 Strategic Plan creates strategic principles and 

development principles of the Shire of Noosa.  The Shire is divided into localities 

where these principles are implemented with detailed provisions relating to 

preferred dominant land uses for each locality. 

(39) The land is situated within the Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality as shown 

on the Strategic Plan: Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality map.  The vision 

for the Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality recognises extractive resources as 

one of three major economic activities of the locality and seeks to protect the major 

extractive deposits from land uses which may impact on their utilisation.  It is also 

intended that the impacts and effects of extractive resource operations are 

mitigated to protect sensitive environments within the locality21.  This intention is 

expressed and reinforced in the key concepts for the locality, the most relevant of 

which provides as follows: 

“… 

5. Protection of the key economic resources of the locality, particularly agriculture, 

extractive resources and the recreation potential derived from the locality’s 

environmental values and its picturesque setting….”22 

(40) The preferred dominant land use designations for the land are Extractive Resource 

Precinct, Rural, Rural Conservation and Open Space – Conservation and Waterway 

Protection.  The land is also designated as being a Potential Area of Extractive 

Resource Precinct Influence.  Refer to Figure 16 – 1997 Noosa Shire Planning 

Scheme Strategic Plan: Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality Map for 

further details. 

                                                      
19 Part A, Division 2, Use Definitions 
20 Part F, Division 5, Section 47 
21 Section 10.4 Intent, p.64 
22 Ibid, p. 65 
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(41) One of the objectives of the Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen Point Locality is to preserve 

extractive resources within the locality for continued or future extraction23.  The 

objective expressly identifies the land as one of three extractive resource deposits 

requiring protection24.  The Extractive Resource Precincts are those parts of the 

identified extractive resource deposits which are considered capable of use, in and 

beyond the life of the Strategic Plan.  The Potential Area of Extractive Resource 

Precinct Influence designation seeks to protect the area of potential influence and 

haul roads from development which may limit the utilisation or potential utilisation 

of the extractive resource25.  It is expressly recognised in the 1997 Strategic Plan 

that land within the Extractive Resource Precinct may also have agricultural value, 

the use of which is acceptable and in many cases can be conducted in concert with 

an extractive industry operation26.  Where there is doubt about the potential of a 

development to limit the utilisation of the extractive resource deposit, the 

protection of the resource is to prevail27.   

(42) It is also recognised as one of the objectives of the Kin Kin/Cootharaba/Boreen 

Point Locality that land within the Extractive Resource Precincts may be situated in 

environmentally sensitive locations, such as prominently elevated locations and 

areas proximate to Kin Kin Creek and its tributaries28, requiring adherence to the 

Extractive Resources Aims set out in Chapter 27 of the 1997 Strategic Plan.  These 

aims include: 

(a) protecting Shire significant extractive resources for future use by preventing 

development in areas where land use conflicts may occur; 

(b) minimising environmental and amenity impacts by best practice 

environmental practice; 

(c) ensuring haul routes are adequately constructed and maintained and are 

located to minimise impacts on residential amenity; 

(d) ensuring operations do not result in adverse visual impacts from major 

roads; and 

(e) rehabilitating extractive industry sites29. 

(43) The 1997 Strategic Plan was subsequently amended on or after 15 August 2003.  

The amendments to the 1997 Strategic Plan do not change the locality within which 

the land is situated, the vision for the locality, the preferred dominant land use 

designations for the land, the relevant objectives or the Strategic Principles, 

Development Principles and Extractive Resources Aims applicable to the 

development on the land. 

4.6 The Noosa Plan 2006 

(44) The Noosa Plan 2006 is the town planning scheme for the former Shire for Noosa 

prepared in accordance with the Integrated Planning Act 1997.  The Noosa Plan 

                                                      
23 Section 11.3.1, p. 68 
24 Section 11.3.1.1 
25 Section 11.3.2.2 
26 Section 11.3.1.3 
27 Section 11.3.2.3 
28 Section 11.3.3 
29 Section 27.5.4 
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2006 commenced on 3 February 2006, and was amended on 3 March 2008 and 11 

May 2009.  It is the current planning scheme for the former Noosa Shire.  

(45) The Strategy Map - Map SM shows preferred land use patterns, centres, the major 

transport network, water supply catchments, centres hierarchy, extractive and 

mining resources and conservation corridors.  The land is designated as Rural, Area 

of Ecological Significance and Extractive Resource on Strategy Map – Map SM.  The 

strategic framework of Noosa Plan 2006 provides for the protection of extractive 

and mining resources for extraction and use, with buffers used to prevent potential 

land use conflicts30. 

(46) The local government area is divided into 9 geographic localities, the provisions for 

which are contained in a locality plan incorporating assessment tables and a locality 

code.  Each locality is divided further into zones which reflect more precisely the 

preferred use patterns shown on Strategy Map - Map SM.  The land is identified on 

Map NPLM as being within the Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba Locality, and 

within the Rural Zone on the Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba Zone Map (Map 

ZM1). 

(47) The land is wholly or partly affected by a number of overlays.  The southern third of 

the land is mapped as an Environmental Protection Area on the Boreen Point, Kin 

Kin & Cootharaba Biodiversity Overlay Map (OM1.1) with watercourse and drainage 

lines traversing the property.  The eastern part of the land is mapped as a landslide 

hazard area on the Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba Natural Hazard: Landslide 

and Flooding Overlay Map (OM1.3).  The southern, eastern and north-eastern 

boundaries of the land are within the High Bushfire Hazard Area and the western 

and central third of the land is within the Medium Bushfire Hazard Area on Boreen 

Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba Natural Hazard: Bushfire and Acid Sulfate Soils Overlay 

Map (OM1.4).  Two-thirds of the northern portion of the land is mapped as a Key 

Resource/Processing Area, and the remainder of the land is mapped as a 

Resource/Processing Separation Area on Boreen Point, Kin Kin & Cootharaba 

Natural Resources Overlay Map (OM1.5).  A small portion of the land adjacent to 

the northern and eastern boundary is also mapped as an Agricultural Land 

Conservation Area. 

(48) The Noosa Plan 2006 employs the nesting of land uses so that a primary use 

includes use classes, which includes uses which have defined meanings.  The 

approved development falls within the Business Uses primary use, and within the 

Industrial Business use class.  The Industrial Business use class is relevantly 

defined as follows:- 

“Industrial business means the conduct of an industrial business activity, where 

goods or products are produced, manufactured, dismantled, altered, repackaged, 

repaired or stored at a scale of greater than that defined by retail business.  The use 

includes the sale of goods, resulting from such operations, provided that sales space 

does not exceed 20% of the use area.  Any space dedicated for administration or 

accounting work in connection with such operations does not exceed 20% of the use 

area…”31 

 

                                                      
30 Part 1, Division 2, Section 1.7.11(d) 
31 Part 2, Section 2.11.2 Business Use and Use Classes 
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(49) More specifically the relevant use is Type 3 Extractive, which is defined as follows:- 

“Winning from the land (or the bed of a watercourse) gravel, rock, sand, soil, stone, or 

other similar materials.  The use class includes the treatment of those materials to 

produce a varied product.  The term does not include the use of premises for an 

activity authorised under the Mineral Resources Act 1989.”32 

(50) DEO 3.1.3(e) of Noosa Plan 2006 provides that industrial uses and extractive and 

mining uses are, inter alia, to be underpinned by environmentally sustainable 

development practices that avoid adverse impacts on immediate or surrounding 

settlements or ecosystems, develops and operates sustainably, and protects 

valuable extractive and mineral resources and associated haul routes from 

encroachment by incompatible development. 

(51) The overall outcomes for the Natural Resources Overlay Code include ensuring 

development does not adversely affect the ongoing use of existing extractive 

industries or the development of extractive resources, constrain the transportation 

of extractive material, and maintaining a high level of amenity for residents and 

land uses in the vicinity of extractive industry operations and transportation 

routes33. 

(52) The Assessment Table for the Rural Zone provides that Industrial business Type 3 

Extractive uses is a consistent use in the Rural Zone.  Industrial business is impact 

assessable in the Rural Zone, and therefore is to be assessed against the whole 

planning scheme34.  The level of assessment tables for the various overlays that 

affect the land do not alter the level of assessment specified for development in the 

Rural Zone. 

                                                      
32 Ibid 
33 Part 13, Division 10, Section 13.42.2(b) 
34 Part 4, Division 2, Section 4.3.3 and Division 8, Table 4.6 
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5.0 Council Interest Prior to the 
Application 

5.1 Introduction 

(53) This chapter examines Council’s interest in the land as an identified potential source 

of extractive resources prior to Shepperson’s application for town planning consent 

for an extractive industry operation. 

5.2 Site and Resource Identification 

(54) Part B of the 1988 Strategic Plan for the Noosa Shire provided a locational 

summary of extractive resources within the Shire and a summary of the potential of 

the various sites and programme of likely use35.   

(55) The locational summary was derived from a 1978 geological survey authored by 

D.L. Trezise titled ‘Reconnaissance of Extractive Resources in the Noosa Shire’, as 

well as extensive Council investigations and Council decisions for extractive industry 

uses. 

(56) While the 1988 Strategic Plan does not specifically identify the land36, it does 

recognise the Wahpunga Range as a major quarry resource.  The Wahpunga Range 

traverses the land.  The commencement period for the use of the Wahpunga Range 

resource was estimated to be within five (5) years.   

(57) The purpose of Council’s locational investigations was to safeguard suitable rock 

deposits for quarrying in the medium to long term, confirmed in a memorandum to 

the Shire Planner from the Shire Engineer dated 8 July 1987. 

(58) Council undertook investigations by way of percussion drilling on the land in or 

about 1986 to confirm the existence of hard rock resources on the land.  Those 

investigations confirmed the existence of rock on the property.  By letter to 

Shepperson dated 19 August 1986, Council proposed to undertake initial extraction 

and crushing activities on the land to test the suitability of the resource for use by 

Council.  Should the test result prove satisfactory, it was Council’s intention to 

prepare a management plan for a future quarry operation. 

(59) Drilling undertaken by Council confirmed the land contained a large quantity of rock 

suitable for screenings for bitumen surfacing, concrete aggregate, sea walling, road 

base, and sub base coarse gravels.  The date and precise location of the drilling on 

land is unknown.  A summary of the drilling is included in the engineering 

assessment of Shepperson’s application for town planning consent dated 8 July 

1987. 

                                                      
35 Strategic Plan Part B, Section 2.3.2, Table 2.2 Summary of Potential Use of Extractive Resources and Fig. 2.3 Summary 

of Extractive Resources 
36 The locational summary is a hand drawn sketch and not cadastrally based 
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5.3 Securing the Resource for Council 

(60) By letter to Shepperson dated 18 December 1986 Council confirmed that, based on 

the 1978 geological study by D.L. Trezise, the land was one of two sites in the local 

area that had been chosen for a future quarry (the other being off Ringtail Creek 

Road).  Council officers were authorised to negotiate with Shepperson as the 

landowner to acquire the land in order to secure long term quarry deposits for use 

by Council. 

(61) It is against this background of Council’s interest in the existence of extractive 

material on the land and its acquisition from Shepperson to secure the long term 

availability of the extracted material for Council use, that Shepperson’s solicitors 

wrote to Council on 20 February 1987.  Shepperson’s solicitors opposed Council’s 

acquisition of Shepperson’s land and Council’s operation of a quarry on Lots 258 

and 259 for fear of loss of control over their land.  In order to retain control of the 

land and enable the rock to be extracted to its full potential, Shepperson’s solicitors 

intended to apply for a town planning consent for ‘Extractive Industries’ over Lots 

258 and 259 on behalf of ‘J.W. Shepperson and A. Shepperson’.  It was proposed 

that a commercial operator would extract and process blue metal on land and that 

an arrangement could be put in place to supply Council with as much blue metal as 

Council requires for road maintenance, construction and screenings.  No further 

detail was provided. 

(62) On 31 March 1987, the same day as Shepperson made his application for town 

planning consent for Extractive Industry, Council determined in an ordinary meeting 

that its preferred strategy for the development of the Wahpunga Range rock 

deposit was for a quarry to be established and operated privately, but that some 

arrangement be put in place to secure the long term availability of the extracted 

material to Council for use in road maintenance and development works at a rate to 

be negotiated.  Refer to the Minutes of Ordinary Meeting of Council dated 31 March 

1987. 

(63) On 17 June 1987 Shepperson’s solicitor confirmed that, subject to his application 

being approved and the quality of the extracted material, Shepperson was prepared 

to enter into an agreement with Council for the supply of Council’s reasonable blue 

metal requirements during the lifetime of the pit on commercial terms.  The 

mechanism for that arrangement was not raised. 

(64) The options available to Council to secure the long term availability of extractive 

resources for Council use were summarised by the Shire Planner in his report to the 

Development and Town Planning Committee on 4 June 1987.  The options included: 

(a) acquiring the land from Shepperson; 

(b) refusing the application; or  

(c) approving the application and acquiring the extracted material from 

Shepperson at market rate.   

The Shire Planner’s recommendation, having considered the location of the 

proposed quarry, the absence of any expected detrimental effects on amenity, land 

access and haul route road and appropriate conditions, was to approve 
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Shepperson’s application.  The mechanism for the acquisition of material was not 

raised. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(65) The Wahpunga Range was known by Council to be a significant source of extractive 

resources within the Noosa Shire as far back as 1978.  Preliminary land specific 

investigations by Council confirmed the existence of hard rock on the land.   

Shepperson’s application for town planning consent was as a consequence of 

Council seeking to acquire the land for its own purposes and taking the lead in 

identifying the land and the existence of extractive resources and proposing quarry 

operations.  Council’s strategy for the quarry then became one of allowing private 

enterprise to own and operate a quarry on the land and to enter into an 

arrangement with Shepperson to acquire extracted material from Shepperson at 

market rates for use in road maintenance and development projects.  On this basis, 

Council was aware of the land, the location, size and quality of the resource (as 

much as limited drilling and testing could discern) and that the only access to the 

land was via Shepperson’s Lane and land owned by Shepperson. 

(66) It is my view that the letter from Vivian H Tozer & Jeffery to Noosa Shire Council 

dated 20 February 1987 was principally designed to formally advise Council of 

Shepperson’s opposition to the acquisition of his land for a quarry land.  Aware of 

the basis for Council’s interest in the land, Shepperson was proposing a way to 

secure Council’s interest in the extractive resources on the land while retaining 

control over his land.  The mechanism to do so was to propose to conduct a quarry 

operation himself, albeit through a commercial operator, and enter into an 

arrangement to supply Council’s needs.  The letter then confirms Shepperson’s 

intention to apply for town planning consent to facilitate the quarry. 
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6.0 The Application 

6.1 Introduction 

(67) This chapter examines the nature and extent of the application for town planning 

consent and describes the development proposed by Shepperson to be conducted 

on the land. 

6.2 Town Planning Consent Application 

(68) On 31 March 1987 Noosa Planning Service made an application on behalf of 

Shepperson to Council for town planning consent for the purpose of ‘Extractive 

Industry’.  The application comprised the following documents: 

(a) a covering letter from Noosa Planning Service; 

(b) an application form signed and dated by Shepperson; 

(c) a cadastral map of the locality (refer to Figure 2 – Shepperson 

Application Cadastral Site Plan); 

(d) a topographical map of the locality (refer to Figure 3 – Shepperson 

Application Topographic Map); 

(e) a ‘not to scale’ sketch plan of the land, depicting the general location of the 

area of proposed excavation (refer to Figure 4 – Shepperson Application 

General Location Plan). 

(69) The covering letter from Noosa Planning Service also referred to an “enlarged 

airphotograph” which was said to accompany the application.  I have not been 

provided with a copy of the aerial photograph of the land and the disclosed 

documents do not reveal the existence of the document. 

6.2.1 Proposed Site and Site Access 

(70) The land the subject of the application is identified throughout the application 

material as Portion 259. 

(71) The reference line of the covering letter dated 31 March 1987 describes the land 

over which the application was being made as “Portion 259 Parish of Noosa”.  The 

body of the covering letter refers to the earlier letter by Vivian H. Tozer and Jeffery 

dated 20 February 1987, which referred to both Portions 258 and 259. 

(72) The body of the covering letter also acknowledges Council awareness of “the 

potential size and quality of the extractive resource on this property”.  This is a 

reference to percussion drilling which was carried out by Council in or about 1986 

(confirming the existence of rock on Portion 259) and the 1978 geological survey 

undertaken by D.L. Trezise of known areas of quarry material.  .   
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(73) The application form, under the sub-heading “Particulars of Site”, identifies Portion 

259 Parish of Noosa as the land proposed to be used for the purpose of Extractive 

Industry.  The land area and road frontage lengths described on the application 

form are consistent with the dimensions of Portion 259. 

(74) The topographical map, cadastral map and sketch plan all identify Portion 259 as 

the land on which the approved development was to be undertaken and over which 

application was being made.  The cadastral boundaries of Portion 259 are marked 

on the topographical map, together with the words “SITE” and “POR 259.  An area 

on Portion 259 is circled and hatched, which I consider to be an indicative 

excavation area.  The boundaries of Portion 259 and the land number are 

individually circled on the cadastral map and Portion 259 is hand marked with the 

words “SITE”.  Part of the land is circled and hatched.  The sketch plan identifies 

the boundaries and land contours of Portion 259.  No other land is shown on the 

sketch plan.  The sketch plan also identifies the general location of the excavation 

land. 

(75) The topographical map identifies two access roads from Sheppersons Lane through 

Lot 258 to Lot 259, as well as two internal access roads.  Lot 258 is also owned by 

Shepperson37.  The application form states that the proposed haul road is to 

traverse Lot 258 from Lot 259 to Shepperson’s Lane and refers to a location plan 

and photograph for further details.  Refer to Figure 3 – Shepperson Application 

Topographic Map.  The solid line marked on this plan is the principal access route 

intended to the proposed quarry, aligned approximately where the access exists 

today. 

(76) On 13 April 1987 Noosa Planning Services forwarded a copy of the public notice 

advertising the application to Shepperson pursuant to the Local Government Act 

1936.  The public notice confirms the real property description of the land to which 

the application relates as Portion 259. 

(77) On 13 May 1987 the applicant’s agent Alan Simes of Noosa Planning Services 

provided a response to information sought by Council to the application.  This 

response is described in section 6.2.4 below.  It provides specific reference to an 

internal haul road “established from the pit to Sheppersons Lane via a route 

adjacent to the applicant’s house”. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(78) The fact that Lots 258 and 259 were, and continue to be, owned by Shepperson 

indicates that Shepperson, being the person most directly impacted by the 

approved development in terms of its location, and particularly by the access route 

which would run past his house, was aware of the proposal and its impacts and 

consented to it being made.  The application material contemplated access routes, 

and those access routes were not over land owned by the third party, but rather 

over land owned by Shepperson.   

(79) Council would also have been aware of the fact that access to the land would be 

from Shepperson’s Lane via Lot 258 and that Shepperson owned both lots.  I do not 

believe this is a case where land access was deliberately omitted or not considered 

by Shepperson or Council.  The letter from Vivian H Tozer & Jeffery to Noosa Shire 

                                                      
37 Refer to Appendix C: Certificate of Title Extract for Lot 258 
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Council dated 20 February 1987 indicated that quarry operations were proposed 

over Lots 258 and 259.  The application form and topographical map then identifies 

a proposed location of the access route through Lot 258 to Shepperson’s Lane.  

There are also numerous references in Council’s documents about access road, haul 

roads, roadworks and road maintenance.  It was always intended that access be 

provided through land owned by Shepperson (Lot 258) and that matters such as 

the standard of the access road and internal haul roads be the subject of 

negotiations and the imposition of reasonable and relevant conditions of an 

approval38.  Access was being provided through Shepperson-owned land and 

attention was given to it in the application material.  Shepperson and Council 

focussed on the quarry and more particularly the extraction and processing areas 

within Lot 259.  Mention of access was made (as indicated above, it was identified 

in the material).  The land over which the access road was to traverse was under 

Shepperson’s control and Shepperson was the proponent of the quarry.  

(80) A copy of the public notice forwarded to adjoining landowners, including 

Shepperson as the owner of Lot 258, and advertised in the local newspaper, did not 

disclose that the access road from the land (Lot 259) to Sheppersons Lane 

traversed Lot 25839.  However, the application form lodged with Council on 31 

March 1987 indicated that a haul road was proposed through Lot 258 to 

Sheppersons Lane and referred to a location plan and photograph40.  The 

topographical map of the locality shows the two proposed access roads through to 

Sheppersons Lane41.  This material could have been inspected by any person who 

wanted further particulars of the application at Council’s Tewantin office, which 

would have disclosed how the land was to be accessed. 

(81) I note that Council, and subsequently the Local Government Court of Queensland, 

imposed conditions of approval on the development which were based on the 

access route and local road network42.  Condition 1 required external roadworks to 

be undertaken, including widening and upgrading Sheppersons Lane from the 

intersection with Kin Kin Road to the access point to the land.  Condition 2 required 

access locations to be identified in a detailed management plan.  Condition 3 

required the roadworks within Sheppersons Lane to be regularly maintained.  These 

conditions were imposed ostensibly to ensure the haul route was adequately 

constructed and maintained and located to minimise adverse amenity impacts 

stemming from its use.  However the conditions also indicate that Council were 

cognisant of the proposed access route to Sheppersons Lane through Lot 258 and 

considered and assessed the planning impacts of its use on the surrounding locality. 

(82) I also note that the quarry management plan proposed by Readymix43 identified the 

quarry land as Lot 259, with access to the quarry land from Sheppersons Lane to 

be provided by Lot 258, which was also owned by Shepperson.  Readymix 

confirmed that it had entered into a lease with Shepperson allowing quarrying and 

access rights over Lots 258 and 259. 

                                                      
38 Refer to Document 5 
39 Refer to Document 6 and 7 
40 Refer to Document 5 - item (F) on third page of the application form dated 31 March 1987 
41 Refer to Figure 3 – Shepperson Application Topographic Map 
42 Refer to Chapters 7.0 and 8.0 of this Statement. 
43 Refer to Document 44 and Chapter 9.0 of this Statement 
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(83) All relevant parties – the applicant, the proposed quarry operator, the affected 

landowners and Council – were aware of and consented to the proposed access 

route.  This is not a case of an access route subsequently being included in an 

application after lodgement or approval due to an oversight on the part of the 

applicant.  The access route was always intended to traverse Lot 258 to 

Sheppersons Lane and was documented in the application material from the outset.  

The proposed access route was not over land that required the consent of a third 

party. 

6.2.2 Proposal Description 

(84) The use or purpose for which consent was being sought is described throughout the 

application material as “Extractive Industry”, including the reference line of the 

covering letter, the first paragraph of the application form and under the sub-

heading ‘Particulars of Proposal’44.  Extractive Industry was the relevant use or 

purpose defined in the 1985 Schedule, pursuant to which the application for town 

planning consent was made (See: Section 4.2 above). 

(85) The application material describes the development proposed by Shepperson as an 

extractive industry operation or hard rock quarry45.  The quarry was to be operated 

by an extractive industry company on Shepperson’s behalf.  The structures or 

buildings which were to be erected on the land included rock extraction and 

crushing equipment and a land office.  Heavy earthmoving machinery and blasting 

equipment were to be used to clear the overburden and expose the hard rock 

deposits for extraction.  The development was expected to employ four people and 

required 10 car parks.  No plan of layout was provided with the application material 

showing where these activities were to be located on the land.  The application, as 

lodged and advertised, made no mention of the size of the quarry operation.  That 

is, the application did not give any indication of the proposed annual rate of 

extraction, quantum of the resource or the life of the quarry. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(86) The covering letter from Noosa Planning Service confirms that a commercial quarry 

operator is proposed to operate the quarry and supply Council’s long term 

extractive resource needs on terms to be negotiated.  A similar statement was 

made by Shepperson’s solicitors in their letter of 20 February 1987.  However, 

Shepperson was not proposing to solely supply extractive resources to Council.  The 

quarry was proposed to be commercial operation, thereby supplying material for 

private purposes.  This is consistent with the statements made by Shepperson’s 

solicitors in their letter of 20 February 1987 which provided that private enterprise 

could ensure the quarry is utilised to its full potential and to full capacity46, and 

Shepperson’s agent in his covering letter dated 31 March 1987 which confirmed the 

application was to facilitate the utilisation of the resource for Council purposes and 

for needed private purposes47. 

(87) It is also significant that the extractive industry operation proposed by Shepperson 

was not to be limited by an annual extraction rate or quarry life.  Shepperson gave 

                                                      
44 Section 1 
45 Para.’s 6 and 11 Cover letter; Item (e)(1) Application form 
46 Refer to Document 3: Page 1, para.’s 4 and 5 
47 Refer to Document 5: Page 2, para. 3 
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no indication that the quarry would be a small operation.  At the time the 

application was made no limit or cap was proposed on the annual quantity of 

material to be extracted from the land or the life of the quarry.  The public notice of 

the proposal did not indicate the annual rate of extraction, proposed quarry life or 

quantum of the resource48.  Again, this is consistent with the statement made by 

Shepperson’s solicitors in their letter of 20 February 1987 which provided that 

private enterprise could ensure the quarry is utilised to its full potential and to full 

capacity49. 

(88) The general vagueness of the information being provided by Shepperson about the 

proposal is representative of the nature of the proposal and the context in which it 

was made.  That is, an individual landowner seeking to secure development rights 

over his land for an operation which is to be conducted by a commercial operator at 

some time in the future.  Shepperson was and is a farmer; not a commercial quarry 

operator.  His proposal for town planning consent was a fluid one.  He had not 

undertaken any studies or commissioned any technical reports or drawings common 

for proposals of this type.  He had not undertaken a professional assessment of the 

proposal.  The application material confirmed the details being provided at 

lodgement were initial proposals and that he was prepared to negotiate the 

imposition of reasonable and relevant conditions with Council in order to secure an 

approval, which would allow for extraction to commence as quickly as possible.  At 

the time of lodgement, it was not uncommon for situations such as these to arise, 

where once the development rights are secured, the landowner would seek to enter 

into a commercial arrangement with an experienced operator.  The existence of 

development rights increases the value of the land for the landowner.  In those 

circumstances, it is similarly not uncommon and not unreasonable for the 

landowner to provide detail of the proposal in broad and general terms, to provide 

maximum operational flexibility for the quarry operator.  The finer operational 

details are commonly provided through a management plan at a later stage, once 

preliminary land investigations have been undertaken.  That may occur during the 

application process, or following approval in compliance with a condition of that 

approval.  Accordingly, the absence of a cap on the annual rate of extraction and 

the requirement to subsequently submit a management plan50, confirms the town 

planning consent approval does not limit the extent of the approved use of the 

land.  Rather the town planning consent approves the use of the land for the 

proposed development and provides a framework for the operation and 

management of the development. 

(89) Shepperson’s application was lodged, advertised and approved without any 

submissions or objections from the Kin Kin community.  The application material 

would have been available at Council offices for review, as indicated on the 

standard town planning advertising signage posted on the land - as well as in the 

letters provided to adjoining owners.  I note that a perusal of the original 

application reveals it was for a hard rock quarry operation over Portion 259, in 

approximately the location subsequently shown on the management plans. 

6.2.3 Extraction Area 

                                                      
48 Refer to Document 6 and 7 
49 Refer to Document 3: Page 1, para.’s 4 and 5 
50 Refer to Chapters 7.0 and 8.0 of this Statement 
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(90) The application form indicated that the excavation area was to be “approx 10 

hectares – approx 17% of land”51. 

(91) The notes to the application form stated that the enlarged topographic location plan 

and enlarged aerial photograph indicated the location of the proposed extraction52 

and that an approximate outline of the area to be extracted could be seen on plan 

and photograph53 (my emphasis).  As indicated above, the topographic map, 

cadastral map and sketch plan all include an area circled and hatched to indicate 

the excavation area.  The covering letter referred Council to the application form 

and accompanying plans and photograph to indicate what is described as “initial 

proposals” (my emphasis). 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(92) The use of the words “general location” on the sketch plan, “initial” and 

“approximate” on the application form, and the absence of a geological study or 

report accompanying the application lead me to believe that, at the time the 

application was lodged with Council, the precise location, quality or quantity of the 

hard rock deposits on the land was unknown to Shepperson, particularly with 

limited drilling having been undertaken.  In my experience such a situation was not 

uncommon for small-scale extractive industry applications due to the time and cost 

involved in undertaking detailed land investigations.  This is particularly the case 

where the proponent is an individual landowner, rather than a commercial operator.  

In those cases, extractive deposits are often confirmed during the operational 

phase, or following the preparation of a quarry management plan.  But even in the 

case of a commercial operation, test drilling will only provide limited data from 

which to work.  The very nature of quarrying involves significant imponderables, 

which cannot be determined from the outset, regardless of the amount of drill holes 

that are sunk, such as the quality and extent of the resource, when the resource 

can and will be extracted and the length of time required to complete the 

extraction.  The nature of hard rock deposits and the way in which they are formed 

geologically mean that it would be highly unusual for quarry rock deposits to be 

located in an area bounded by a perfect circle, or wholly contained within a land.  

The occurrence of a resource would be limited by geological conditions.  

Shepperson’s plans indicated the general location where the applicant believed hard 

rock deposits could generally be found and from which extraction operations would 

initially commence.  In other words, the quarry operation was proposed over the 

whole of the land and would be a moving action.  Operationally, extraction would 

commence at one bench and continue in the general direction of the seam until the 

resource was exhausted or the property boundary was reached.  The very nature of 

the resource means quarry operators can never be certain of the direction, quality 

or quantity of the stone under the surface of the land.  Rock extraction is 

dependant on the geological nature of the resource and the nature of the market.  

How a quarry evolves and the rate at which rock is extracted depends on the public 

need for the resource being extracted.  This fact is reflected in the length of the 

approval.  A 30 year currency period is not uncommon for an extractive industry 

operation and provides a quarry operator with sufficient time to extract the 

resource as a result of the location and quality of the resource only ever becoming 

                                                      
51 Item (e)(5) Application form 
52 Note (A) Application Form 
53 Note (B) Application Form 
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known as the rock is uncovered and extracted.  Equally it is not uncommon for 30 

year currency periods to be extended due to the size and significance of the 

resource and market demand.  The Wahpunga Range had long been indentified as a 

significant and valuable resource for the Shire as early as 197854, which was 

subsequently confirmed by the then Department of Natural Resources and Mines in 

198955 and 200156, as well as Council studies and investigations in 199557 and 

200258 and reflected in Council’s strategic plans and afforded protection in its 

planning scheme59. 

(93) When all of these factors are considered together, it is my view that the area 

marked on the accompanying plans was an indicative excavation area, and not a 

fixed, final or only plan of extraction.  This is supported by Shepperson’s expressed 

determination for extraction to commence as quickly as possible60. 

6.2.4 Request for Additional Information 

(94) By letter dated 6 May 1987, Council requested the provision of further information 

about the proposal to assist with its assessment of the application. 

(95) The further information requested consisted of the following: 

(a) a traffic study detailing numbers, types and direction of movements of 

vehicle operations from the land; 

(b) existing and finished contour levels for quarry areas; 

(c) the method of quarrying; 

(d) hours of operation and life of the quarry pit; 

(e) proposed land rehabilitation; 

(f) proposed location of land office and crusher; and 

(g) location, size and details of the siltation ponds. 

(96) Council did not request further information about the proposed annual rate of 

extraction or details of a ‘cap’ on extraction. 

(97) Further details of the proposal were provided to Council on 13 May 1987. 

(98) The Applicant provided ‘tentative’ responses.  He confirmed that the rock would be 

extracted by blasting and heavy machinery.  Trucks would transport the rock from 

land, or to an on-land rock crusher.  Front-end loaders would be used to transfer 

stockpiled crushed product into trucks before being transported off land via a haul 

road proposed to run adjacent to the applicant’s house to Sheppersons Lane. 

(99) The applicant’s response indicated that the estimated annual volume of material to 

be extracted in the first five years was approximately 50,000m³ – 150,000m³.  The 

                                                      
54 Refer to 1988 Strategic Plan, Part B, Section 2.3.2 
55 Refer to Document 66 - Extractive & Clay Mineral Resources of Noosa Shire, Section 2.0 
56 Refer to Document 126 - Land Use and Extractive Industries Report 5: Protection of Mineral and Extractive Resources in 

Noosa Shire 
57 Refer to Document 66 - Extractive & Clay Mineral Resources of Noosa Shire 
58 Refer to Document 138 - Extractive & Clay Mineral Resources of Noosa Shire 
59 Refer to Chapter 4.0 Planning Scheme Provisions above 
60 Para. 8 Covering letter 
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life of the quarry was unknown, but estimated to be between 20 – 50 years, and 

possibly longer, depending on the rate of extraction. 

(100) The maximum number of daily traffic movements from the land was estimated to 

be 30 trucks a day, via an internal access road through Portion 258 and onto 

Sheppersons Lane. 

(101) The hours of operation were proposed to be between 6.30am and 6.00pm Monday 

to Friday. 

(102) In the letter of 13 May 1987 a sketch plan was provided which indicated the 

provisional location of the rock crushing plant, stockpile area, siltation pond, land 

office, machinery shed, parking area, weighbridge, and an extraction area within a 

marked extraction area boundary (note ‘Planning Observation’ below). 

(103) The additional information was provided to Council on the basis that they were 

‘tentative indications’ such that detailed land investigations were to be undertaken 

by the quarry operator and that many of the requested details could be conditioned 

to be provided prior to the commencement of operations61.   

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(104) The ‘tentative’ nature of the responses provided by Shepperson confirms the 

context in which the application was made.  His application continues to be a fluid 

one, the finer operational details of which was intended be negotiated through the 

imposition of conditions of approval, or provided through a management plan at a 

later stage, once preliminary land investigations have been undertaken. In any 

event, the resource was intended to be utilised to its full potential. 

(105) The information request response refers to a sketch plan providing provisional 

locational detail.  A sketch plan is not attached to the copy of the information 

request response I have sighted.  A sketch plan is included with the approval dated 

21 July 1987 in the disclosed documents, although the approval makes no cross-

reference to any sketch plan, approved plans or drawings.  I note that a Standard 

Planning and Development Certificate obtained by Neilsens from Council on 11 

August 2003 did not include or refer to a sketch plan or an approved plan.  The 

information request response suggests “larger scale plans with exact locations 

related to the property boundaries” being provided prior to commencement once 

detailed land investigations had been undertaken by the commercial operator.  

However the disclosed documents do not reveal a sketch plan being provided to 

Council between the information request response and the approval.  It is therefore 

reasonable to assume that the sketch plan attached to the approval is the sketch 

plan which was provided to Council as part of the information request response. 

(106) The sketch plan included with the approval is referenced with the words 

“Committee Report – 17th January 1994”.  Council’s Committee Report for 17 

January 1994 has not been disclosed by the parties.  A document entitled “An 

Agreement Document for a Trial Crushing & Construction Exercise” has been 

disclosed.  This document is also marked “Committee Report – 17th January 1994” 

and references Appendix A, being a management plan for the quarry on the land.  

Appendix A appears to be the same document as the document included with the 

                                                      
61 Refer to para. 3 of the letter from Noosa Planning Services to Noosa Shire Council containing the Applicant’s information 

request response dated 13 May 1987 (Document 9)  
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approval dated 21 July 1987.  This suggests the original sketch plan was 

subsequently marked up and used as the appendix to the agreement of 17 January 

1994. 

(107) Council’s request for additional locational details appears to be the driver for 

Shepperson providing a more detailed sketch plan.  The level of detail provided in 

the sketch plan, including a firmer indication of the extraction area together with 

number, width and depth of the proposed quarry benches, suggests that 

Shepperson may have consulted with a prospective quarry operator in the 

intervening period between lodgement and responding to Council information 

request for information to assist in the preparation of the response.   

(108) Shepperson’s response seeks to provide Council with sufficient information that is 

known to him at that time to enable Council to assess and approve the application, 

subject to the imposition of reasonable and relevant conditions of approval.  Those 

conditions would include the provision of more precise engineering and operational 

details.  In my experience this is a reasonable course of action for a proponent, 

particularly given that the nature of the proposal and extractive resource operations 

generally is that the location of the resource is one that evolves over time. 

(109) I note that the proposed extraction area on the sketch plan is the same general 

location of the extraction area indicated in the material provided with the 

application.  My calculations indicate that the extraction area within the marked 

boundary is approximately 30ha62, or approximately 50% of the land area.  The 

excavation area on the application form was estimated to be “approx 10 hectares – 

approx 17% of land”. 

(110) In my view, the difference between the ‘as lodged’ and information request 

response estimate of the extraction area is inconsequential.  An estimate only was 

provided by Shepperson at the time of lodgement, based on the general location of 

the resource, being the escarpment of Shepperson’s Hill.  In response to Council’s 

request for additional locational details, Shepperson appears to have consulted with 

a prospective quarry operator to provide further detail, which is unlikely to have 

been known to Shepperson, resulting in the area of the prospective excavation area 

becoming more precise.  Sufficient detail was therefore provided to Council 

following Shepperson’s information request response to enable Council to assess 

and determine the nature and extent of the proposal and its anticipated planning 

impacts. 

(111) I also note that the further information requested included a traffic study.  The 

request did not include details of the land access roads or internal haul roads, which 

indicates that Council was aware of and considered the location of the land access 

roads and internal haul roads proposed by Shepperson and did not require further 

information about them.  Indeed it can be concluded from the request for a traffic 

study that Council accepted the proposed route for the land access road and was 

focussed on assessing the impacts of quarry traffic on the external haul route. 

                                                      
62 The plan from which the calculations are based was heavily distorted, possibly due to the plan having been copied on 

multiple occasions.  As such, my calculations are accurate to +/- 3ha. 
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7.0 The Approval 

7.1 Introduction 

(112) At an ordinary meeting of Council held on 21 July 1987 Council resolved to approve 

Shepperson’s application for town planning consent for an Extractive Industry on 

Portion 259, subject to the conditions contained in the Shire Planner’s Report dated 

4 June 1987. 

(113) This chapter examines the Shire Planner’s recommendations, the approval 

contained in extractive industry permit TPC 1899 dated 21 July 1987, and as 

subsequently varied by an Order of the Local Government Court of Queensland 

dated 13 May 1988. 

7.2 Shire Planner and Shire Engineer’s Reports 

(114) On 4 June 1987 the Shire Planner presented a written report about Shepperson’s 

application to Council’s Development and Town Planning Committee. 

(115) The report noted that the proposal “is well located and should have no detrimental 

effects on the areas amenity”.  Any environmental issues relating to siltation ponds, 

revegetation, excavation practices, operating hours and location of plant and 

equipment on land could be appropriately conditioned in any approval.  The 

proposed transport route was noted as Shepperson’s Lane to Gympie – Kin Kin – 

Pomona Road.  A condition was recommended for the imposition of royalty for road 

maintenance purposes. 

(116) The Shire Planner recommended approval of the town planning consent application 

and noted that conditions of approval would be tabled at the meeting.  Draft 

conditions were not attached to the town planning report. 

(117) The Shire Engineer prepared a report to the Shire Planner dated 8 July 1987 about 

Shepperson’s application for town planning consent.  The Shire Engineer’s report 

confirmed the land forms part of the Wahpunga Range, an identified location of 

extractive resources, and that drilling undertaken by Council had confirmed the 

existence of a large quantity of rock of sufficient quality to be suitable for use by 

Council.  The Shire Engineer identified access to the land would be via Shepperson’s 

Lane and Shepperson’s property (Lot 258) and that Shepperson’s Lane, including 

the intersection with Kin Kin Road and a timber bridge, would need works 

undertaken to upgrade the road, presumably to a standard suitable for quarry 

traffic.  The Shire Engineer confirmed that the Department of Main Roads had been 

consulted about the proposal and that the Department’s only requirement was for 

the upgrade of the Shepperson’s Lane - Kin Kin Road intersection.  This is 

consistent with a file note from the Shire Engineer dated 15 June 1987 confirming 
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the Department’s requirements for the proposal as advised at a meeting with 

Department representatives on 28 May 198763. 

(118) The Shire Engineer’s report recommended approval of the application and contained 

six (6) conditions, including the upgrade of external roadworks to Shepperson’s 

Lane, the submission of detailed management plans prior to the commencement of 

use, staged revegetation, weekday operating hours, lease to Council to secure long 

term resource supply and a three (3) year currency period. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(119) The Shire Engineer’s report and the Shire Planner’s report both indicate that Council 

was cognisant of the proposed access route to Sheppersons Lane through Lot 258 

and considered and assessed the planning impacts of its use on the surrounding 

locality.  The Main Roads Department was made aware of the proposal by Council 

and the Department’s only requirement was for the upgrade of the Shepperson’s 

Lane - Kin Kin Road intersection.  Council’s awareness of the site access route 

culminated in the recommendation that conditions be imposed requiring external 

roadworks to be undertaken, access locations be identified in a detailed 

management plan, and the roadworks within Sheppersons Lane be regularly 

maintained.   

7.3 Approval dated 21 July 1987 

(120) The Shire Clerk provided written notice of Council’s approval, subject to conditions, 

of the application for town planning consent for an Extractive Industry to 

Shepperson on 21 July 1987. 

(121) Council imposed 12 conditions on the approval discussed in Section 8.0 of this 

Statement. 

(122) Condition 2 of the approval acknowledged that the applicant would undertake 

further site investigations following approval, which would form the basis of a 

quarry management plan.  The quarry management plan was required to confirm 

the location of the proposed siltation ponds, crusher, site office, site access and 

area to be leased to Council, as well as the extent of the excavation area, proposed 

buffer areas and rehabilitation procedures.   

(123) Condition 4 sought to impose on Shepperson a requirement that he enter into a 

long term registered lease, to be negotiated by Shepperson and the Shire Engineer, 

to secure the long term availability to Council of suitable material at the cost of 

production plus a fair profit for Shepperson. 

(124) The approval included a plan which indicated the location of the extraction area and 

boundary, rock crushing plant, stockpile area, siltation pond, site office, machinery 

shed, parking area and weighbridge. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(125) As indicated in Section 6.2.4 above, it is reasonable to assume that the plan 

included with the approval is the sketch plan purportedly provided to Council as 

part of Shepperson’s information request response on 13 May 1987. 

                                                      
63 Document 14 
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(126) When the plan is considered in the context of Condition 2 it is apparent that the 

proposed excavation area, as indicated on the various plans accompanying the 

application at lodgement and subsequently provided to Council in response to its 

information request, was indicative only and subject to detailed investigation.  

Condition 2 contemplates that the precise location of the extraction area may 

change from the area proposed in the town planning consent application, and 

allows Council to consider and approve the proposed excavation area once it was 

determined by detailed investigation.  A condition of this type is a practical and 

appropriate response by an assessing authority to a proposal of this type, where 

the precise location of the hard rock resource is unknown and likely to evolve as 

detailed investigations are undertaken.  I note that the approval, and in particular 

Condition 2, makes no reference to a sketch plan, approved plans or drawings. 

(127) The conditions of approval did not impose a cap on the annual rate of extraction, 

the size of the extraction area or the quantum of material to be removed. Similarly 

the conditions of approval did not place a restriction on the number of truck 

movements to and from the land.  On this basis there is no restriction contained in 

the approval of 21 July 1987 as to the quantity of rock that can be extracted, 

processed and stockpiled on the land and the number of vehicle movements that 

can occur to and from the land. 

7.4 Local Government Court Order 

(128) Representations were made on Shepperson’s behalf on 31 July 1987 in relation to 

the external roadwork (condition 1), road maintenance (condition 3), site lease 

(condition 4) and use discontinuance (condition 12) conditions. 

(129) Council and Shepperson subsequently sought to negotiate amendments to the 

conditions, with a view to obtaining a consent order from the Local Government 

Court of Queensland. 

(130) On 13 May 1988 the Local Government Court of Queensland ordered that Council’s 

approval dated 21 July 1987 be varied. 

(131) The conditions of approval of extractive industry permit TPC 1899 dated 21 July 

1987, as varied by the Local Government Court of Queensland, are consolidated 

below as follows: 

“1. The applicant shall carry out the following external roadworks to the satisfaction of the 

Shire Engineer: 

(i) Upgrade the intersection of Sheppersons Lane and Kin Kin Road to the 

requirements of the Main Roads Department to which the Council will contribute 

the same of $4,000.00; 

(ii) Upgrading on the existing timber bridge within Sheppersons Lane following 

completion of an Engineer’s investigation to a standard required for quarry 

generated traffic; 

(iii) Widen and upgrade Sheppersons Lane from the intersection with Kin Kin Road 

to the access point to the site using selected gravel fill or material approved by 

the Shire Engineer from the quarry site; 
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(iv) All the above works to be completed prior to the quarry commencing 

operations. 

The design of the above works shall be prepared by a registered Civil Engineer and 

shall be submitted to the Shire Engineer for approval prior to commencement of 

construction.  The registered Civil Engineer shall certify that the works have been 

constructed in accordance with the approved plans. 

2. Detailed management plans are to be submitted to Council for approval by the Shire 

Engineer and Shire Planner following further investigation by the applicant.  Such 

management plans shall address:- 

(i) the location of siltation ponds; 

(ii) the extent of proposed excavations; 

(iii) the proposed access locations; 

(iv) the proposed location of the gravel crusher and site office; 

(v) provision of buffer areas to adjoining property boundaries; 

(vi) the location of the area proposed to be leased to Council; and 

(vii) rehabilitation procedures. 

No construction or excavation works are to be commenced, without prior approval of 

the Shire Engineer, until such times as management plans are approved.  Council 

reserves the right to expand upon the conditions contained within this approval 

following submission of detailed management plans. 

3. Performance of regular maintenance of roadworks within Sheppersons Lane, including 

the removal of any materials which may fall from vehicles transporting quarry 

materials. 

4. Deleted. 

5. The applicant shall revegetate the quarry in stages as quarrying operations proceed.  

The species of plants to be used shall be acceptable to Council. 

6. The quarry is to be operated in accordance with the provisions of the Town Planning 

Scheme, Bylaws, Polices and Acts. 

7. All blasting operations shall be conducted such that stone, rock or other materials are 

not ejected from the site. 

8. Blasting operations and explosions shall not be conducted: 

(i) before the hour of 7.00am; 

(ii) after the hour of 6.00pm; or 

(iii) on any weekend or public holiday (unless in an emergency and with the prior 

approval of the Shire Engineer). 

9. Prior to commencement of operations a cash bond or bank guarantee to the sum of 

$20,000 is to be lodged to secure performance of: 

(i) regular maintenance of roadworks in Sheppersons Lane; and 
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(ii) general performance of other conditions. 

10. This approval remains current for a period of thirty (30) years, provided that Council 

may grant extensions to the approval period, where an application for extension is 

lodged at least three (3) months prior to the approval expiry date.  Council’s decision 

will be made prior to the expiry date, in order that its decision has force and effect.  

Council may approve or refuse such an application.  Should an extension be granted, 

the terms and conditions of this approval may be varied if considered warranted. 

11. This approval may be revoked pursuant to Section 33(16D) of the Local Government 

Act, if the rights conferred by this approval are not exercised in accordance with this 

Permit within two (2) years from the date hereof. 

12. Deleted.” 

(132) The Order deleted the requirement for Shepperson to enter into a long term lease 

with Council and Council’s power to revoke the approval if the use was discontinued 

after establishment.  The term of the approval was also extended to 30 years and 

the works comprising external roadworks were clarified.  In all other respects the 

approval of 21 July 1987 remained unchanged. 
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8.0 Conditions of Approval 

8.1 Introduction 

(133) The purpose of this chapter is to examine the conditions of approval in terms of 

their effect, how they have manifested over the course of the development of the 

land, the action that may have been taken by, or on behalf of Shepperson, in 

response to the conditions and whether the action is consistent with the conditions. 

8.2 External Roadworks 

(134) Condition 1 required the applicant to carry out external roadworks to Sheppersons 

Lane, including upgrading Sheppersons Lane and the intersection of Kin Kin Road 

and Sheppersons Lane, as well as upgrading the bridge within Sheppersons Lane. 

(135) Council records indicate that external roadworks were undertaken by Council 

between May and July 1994.  The works included; 

(a) grading and gravelling the shoulder of Kin Kin Road and site distance clearing 

opposite the Sheppersons Lane intersection64; 

(b) grading and gravelling Sheppersons Lane and forming and gravelling a new 

access from Sheppersons Lane through Lot 258 to the land65; and 

(c) replacing running planks and tightening the structure of Sheppersons Lane 

bridge66. 

8.3 Management Plan 

(136) Condition 2 required the submission of a management plan to the Shire Engineer 

and Shire Planner prior to the commencement of construction or excavation works.  

The condition allowed Council to expand upon the conditions of approval once the 

management plan had been submitted. 

(137) On 11 July 1991 the Readymix Group (“Readymix”) forwarded the Kin Kin Quarry 

Management Statement and Development Plan (”the Readymix Plan”) to Council for 

its approval pursuant to condition 2.   

(138) By letter to Readymix dated 24 December 1991 Council requested a number of 

amendments to the management plan, including the provision of a 20 metre buffer 

area to Murrays Road and further details of proposed signage and perimeter 

fencing, rehabilitation of the quarry face, the means of stockpiling overburden and 

a maintenance program for the siltation pond. 

(139) Readymix agreed to Council’s amendments on 21 April 1992. 

                                                      
64 Document 58 
65 Ibid 
66 Ibid 
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(140) The Shire Engineer confirmed the additional information was acceptable to Council 

on 20 August 1992 and invited Readymix to submit a final copy of the Readymix 

Plan for approval. 

(141) I have reviewed The Readymix Plan against the requirements of Condition 2 of the 

approval.  The Readymix Plan contained all of the information which was required 

by Condition 2 of the approval to be included in a management plan. 

(142) I have not seen a final copy of the Readymix Plan submitted for approval.  In any 

event I note that on 31 January 2001 Council’s Director of Business confirmed that 

Condition 2 of the approval had been satisfied. 

(143) I note that the approval applied to the whole of the land.  Application was not made 

over part of the land and, similarly, the approval did not apply over part of the 

land.  Condition 2 required the management plan to identify the extent of the 

proposed excavations, or put another way, the excavation area.  But Condition 2 

was not limited to just the excavation area, and required the identification of the 

location of a suite of infrastructure essential to quarry operations on the whole 

land.   

8.4 Roadworks Maintenance 

(144) Condition 3 required the applicant to regularly maintain Sheppersons Lane.  From 

my site visit and a review of the file, it appears as though Sheppersons Lane is 

regularly maintained. 

8.5 Progressive Revegetation Roadworks 
Maintenance 

(145) Condition 5 required the applicant to progressively revegetate the quarry in stages 

as quarrying operations proceed.  Given that quarry operations are not complete, I 

note the applicant is still able to comply with this condition at the appropriate time. 

8.6 Planning Scheme Compliance 

(146) The provisions of the town planning scheme that apply to the approved 

development are those in force at the time of the approval.  The relevant planning 

scheme in force at the time of the approval was the Planning Scheme for the Shire 

of Noosa gazetted on 4 May 1985 and known as the 1985 Schedule.  The conditions 

of approval and the provisions of the town planning scheme continue to provide 

Council with the power to protect the environment and the community while 

continuing to allow the quarry to operate. 

8.7 Flyrock 

(147) Condition 7 of the approval sought to prevent flyrock.  Neilsens Plan provides that 

blasting will be individually designed to control flyrock, as well as ground vibration 

and overblast pressure67.  The Readymix Plan confirms blasting will be conducted to 

                                                      
67 Section 2.5.3 
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avoid flyrock being ejected from the site68.  I am not aware of any enforcement 

proceedings being commenced against Shepperson or Neilsens for non-compliance 

with this condition. 

8.8 Blasting Hours  

(148) Condition 8 of the approval prescribes the blasting hours for the quarry.  Both the 

Readymix Plan69 and Neilsens Plan70 prescribe blasting hours which conform to this 

condition.  I am not aware of any enforcement proceedings being commenced 

against Shepperson or Neilsens for non-compliance with this condition. 

8.9 Performance Bond  

(149) Condition 9 required the payment of a $20,000 cash bond or bank guarantee prior 

to the commencement of operations to secure performance of the conditions, 

including regularly road maintenance.  A $20,000 bank guarantee was held by 

Council in compliance with this condition71. I note there was subsequent 

correspondence between Shepperson and Council about the release of the bank 

guarantee until such time as the quarry was in operation. 

8.10 Currency Period 

(150) Condition 10 provided for a 30 year currency period for the approval, which could 

be extended on application to Council at lease three (3) months prior to expiry of 

the approval.  The condition allowed Council to vary the conditions of the approval 

if warranted. 

(151) On 5 September 2003 Shepperson’s solicitors requested an extension of the life of 

the approval for a period of 30 years after the date of Council’s approval of the 

request. 

(152) Shepperson’s request was considered and decided by Council under Condition 10 of 

the approval on 27 November 2003.  Council’s assessment was that the request 

was premature.  Noting that it had the power to alter the condition, Council 

approved the request for an extension, extending the term of the town planning 

consent approval for 15 years until 12 May 2033, and subject to a number of 

conditions.  One of the conditions required the submission of an updated quarry 

management plan for the operational phase of the development to be prepared to 

the reasonable satisfaction of Council within six months from the issue of the 

extension to the term of the approval.  Amongst other things, the conditions 

specified the level of detail to be included in the updated quarry management plan.  

No reference was made to the information that was required by Condition 2 of the 

approval to be included in the management plan. 

                                                      
68 Section 4.5 
69 Ibid 
70 Section 3.10.4 
71 Refer to Documents 32, 33 and 34 
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(153) I note that the conditions of approval of the request for an extension required that 

the applicant/owner of the land comply with the updated management plan72.  

(154) As indicated in Section 12.2 below, on the face of the material, it appears as 

though Neilsens Plan provided all of the information required to be included in the 

updated management plan. 

(155) I also make the observation about a difference between Conditions 1 and 2, and 

Condition 10.  Conditions 1 and 2 only required the sign off or certification of the 

Shire Planner or Shire Engineer for compliance.  That is, the power under the 

condition was delegated to officer level.  Condition 10 required any request for an 

extension to the currency period of the approval to go before full Council for 

consideration and determination. 

8.11 Revocation 

(156) Condition 11 granted Council the power to revoke the approval if the rights 

conferred by the approval were not exercised in accordance with the permit within 

two (2) years of the date of the approval. 

(157) I note that revocation proceedings were never commenced against the applicant. 

(158) The Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 relevantly provided as 

follows: 

“8.10(8)  Each approval, consent or permission (but not any conditions attaching to 

the approval, consent or permission) granted by a local authority or the Governor in 

Council prior to the commencement of this Act, is to continue to have force and effect 

as if it were an approval, consent or permission, as the case may be, made pursuant to 

this Act (but any conditions attaching to the approval, consent or permission are still to 

apply as if this Act had not commenced). 

(8B)  A consent referred to in subsection (8) does not lapse pursuant to section 

4.13(18)73, until 4 years after the commencement of this Act.” 

(159) The substantive provisions of the Local Government (Planning and Environment) 

Act 1990 No. 61 commenced on 15 April 199174. 

(160) An approval, consent or permission granted by Council under the Local Government 

Act 1933 may therefore lapse where the use of the land, or the use or erection a 

building or other structure on land, the subject of the approval for which the permit 

was issued, has not commenced by 15 April 1995, being four years after the 

commencement of the Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(161) While it is a matter of legal interpretation and subject to the view of the Court on 

this matter, it is my understanding of these provisions that Council has a discretion 

under the conditions of the town planning consent approval to commence 

revocation action if the rights conferred by the approval are not exercised within 2 

                                                      
72 Cl. 8 
73 Section 4.13(18) provides for a permit to lapse where the use of the land or the use or erection a building or other 

structure on land, the subject of the approval for which the permit was issued, has not commenced within 4 years of the 

date of issue of the permit 
74 Government Gazette dated 6 April 1991 (p 2009).  Ss.1.1 – 1.2 commenced on the date of assent. 
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years of the date of the approval.  The discretion allows Council to postpone 

revocation action, thereby extending the time by which a proponent must 

commence the use.  But if Council does not commence revocation action by 15 April 

1995, the approval lapses. 

(162) I am not aware of any requirement for Council to consider and commence 

revocation action before the expiry of the two year period within which the use is to 

be commenced. 

(163) The conditions of approval provided Council with the power to revoke the approval 

if the rights conferred by the approval were not exercised within two (2) years from 

the date of the approval, or if discontinued, once established, for a period of six (6) 

months.  Conditions 11 and 12 of the approval used the word “may” in conferring 

revocation rights on the Council, which suggests a non-mandatory context.  That is, 

the conditions seem to give Council the discretion to exercise its power to revoke 

the approval for failing to exercise the use rights or discontinuing the use for a 

period of six (6) months in the appropriate circumstances.  Such an interpretation 

is not without merit, particularly in this instance, where the purpose of the 

application is to secure development rights over the site for a resource which may 

be required in the medium to long term and a condition precedent of the approval 

is the submission and approval of a detailed management plan.  If the intention of 

Council was to impose mandatory timeframes, the opportunity existed for Council 

to draft the conditions with more direct and purposive language and to specifically 

require the management plan and external roadworks to be undertaken within a set 

time. 

(164) It should also be noted that Council adopted a Local Planning Policy on 9 May 1991 

outlining the procedures and practices to be adopted by Council regarding 

revocation and lapsing period for town planning consent permits.  A copy of 

Council’s Local Planning Policy No. 15: Revocations and Lapsing Periods is attached 

as Appendix B to this Statement.  Local Planning Policy No. 15 confirmed Council’s 

practice for revocation action for town planning consents granted under section 33 

of the superseded Local Government Act.  The policy relevantly provided as follows: 

“…Revocation action may [my emphasis] be commenced, pursuant to section 4.14(3) 

of the Act, if the buildings associated with the use have not been commenced or the 

rights conferred by the approval are not exercised within 2 years of the date on which 

the approval was granted.  If Council does not take such action, the approval lapses 

pursuant to section 8.10(8)(c) of the Act on 15th April, 1995. 

Council’s practice on such approvals will be to consider revocation proceedings two 

years after the issue of the approval.  In instances where Council has granted an 

extension of time for the approval previously, consideration will follow the expiry of 

that period.  It is unlikely that Council would grant extensions beyond a maximum 4 

year life for the approval.”75 

(165) The Local Planning Policy confirms Council’s understanding of its powers under the 

Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 and the town planning 

consent approval.  Council considers it has a discretion to exercise its power to 

revoke the approval for failing to exercise use rights in the appropriate 

circumstances, and that the two year period for the commencement of the use is 

                                                      
75 Local Planning Policy No. 15: Revocations and Lapsing Periods, s2.1 
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not fixed and may be extended.  The circumstances leading to Council exercising its 

discretionary power to commence revocation proceedings is not specified in the 

Local Planning Policy.  However the maximum period of any extension appears to 

be 4 years from the date of approval, or 15 April 1995. 
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9.0 The Readymix Plan 

(166) Condition 2 of the approval required a detailed management plan addressing the 

location of the proposed siltation ponds, crusher, site office, site access and area to 

be leased to Council, as well as the extent of the excavation area, proposed buffer 

areas and rehabilitation procedures to be submitted to Council for approval by the 

Shire Engineer and Shire Planner.  No construction or excavation works were to be 

commenced, without prior approval of the Shire Engineer, until the management 

plans were approved. 

(167) On 11 July 1991 The Readymix Group (“Readymix”) forwarded the Kin Kin Quarry 

Management Statement and Development Plan (”the Readymix Plan”) to Council for 

its approval pursuant to condition 2. 

(168) Amongst other things, The Readymix Plan confirmed the geology of the site and 

estimated the hard rock resource reserves on the site based on limited drilling and 

testing, to be 25 million tonnes.  Due to fluctuating market demand in a rural 

environment, production levels were difficult to assess but initially estimated to be 

approximately 140,000 tonnes per annum.  Disturbed areas (excluding quarry 

faces) were proposed to be progressively rehabilitated and revegetated subject to 

the end use of the site and in accordance with Council’s species requirements.  A 

mobile crushing plant was proposed for the initial stages of production, with larger, 

more permanent plant to be installed in the long term.  Plant and equipment was to 

include primary, secondary and tertiary crushers, screening plant and conveyors 

and would be dependant on cost.  Access to the land from Sheppersons Lane was 

proposed via Lot 258, also owned by Shepperson. 

(169) The Readymix Plan attached a proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout.  The layout 

identified the location of the following: 

(a) rock crushing plant; 

(b) stockpile area; 

(c) siltation pond; 

(d) site office; 

(e) machinery shed; 

(f) parking area; 

(g) weighbridge; 

(h) internal access routes; 

(i) proposed access road to Sheppersons Lane via Portion 258; 

(j) a 3 metre buffer zone to Murrays Road; and 

(k) an extraction area, including eleven, 15 metre high benches, within a marked 

extraction area boundary. 
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Refer to Figure 5 – Readymix Proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout Plan to this 
statement for further details. 

(170) On 24 December 1991 Council requested a number of amendments to the 

management plan, including the provision of a 20 metre buffer area to Murrays 

Road and further details of proposed signage and perimeter fencing, rehabilitation 

of the quarry face, the means of stockpiling overburden and a maintenance 

program for the siltation pond. 

(171) Readymix proposed amendments to The Readymix Plan on 21 April 1992. 

(172) The Shire Engineer confirmed the additional information was acceptable to Council 

on 20 August 1992.  Readymix was invited to submit a final copy of The Readymix 

Plan for approval. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(173) Readymix proposed to fully develop the land for a quarry due to: 

(a) the size of the reserves, estimated to be approximately 25 million tonnes; 

(b) the quality of the rock deposit; 

(c) significance of the resource as a major source of quality quarry product on 

the northern Sunshine Coast; and  

(d) its quarrying potential which, unlike other identified deposits in the former 

Noosa Shire of similar quality, was not constrained by factors such as 

proximity to residential development, visual impacts, poor access and 

location within a State forest76. 

(174) The Readymix Plan identified the quarry land, by which it means the land upon 

which extraction, processing and stockpiling of extractive material was to be 

conducted, as Lot 259, with access to the quarry land from Sheppersons Lane to be 

provided by Lot 258, which was also owned by Shepperson.  Readymix confirmed 

that it had entered into a lease with Shepperson allowing quarrying and access 

rights over Lots 258 and 259.  A lease plan was prepared and included as Appendix 

3 to the Readymix Plan.  The lease plan was prepared for the whole of Lot 259 on 

CP MCH187 and documents the extent of the land leased by CSR Ltd to operate the 

quarry77. 

(175) The location of the area proposed to be leased to Council was not provided because 

Condition 4 of the approval dated 21 July 1987 was deleted by Order of the Local 

Government Court of Queensland dated 13 May 198878. 

(176) The Readymix Plan contained all of the information which was required by Condition 

2 of the approval to be included in a management plan.  The location of the 

proposed siltation ponds, crusher, site office, site access, internal access routes and 

buffer areas was confirmed on the proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout and details of 

the proposed procedure to rehabilitate the site had been included in the Readymix 

Plan.  The proposed excavation area was also identified and marked on the 

proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout.  Condition 2 of the approval could therefore be 

                                                      
76
 Refer to Document 44: pp 2- 5 

77 Section 3.3 (page 4) of The Readymix Plan 
78 Condition 4 required the Applicant to enter into a long term lease with Council to secure the availability of extracted 

material to Council 
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satisfied if the management plan was approved by the Shire Engineer and Shire 

Planner. 

(177) The conditions of approval did not specify with any particularity the level of detail 

required in the management plan.  It was a matter for Council’s discretion.  If the 

level of detail contained in the management plan was inadequate, Council could 

request further particulars be provided.  It did so on 24 December 1991, 

subsequently confirming that the Readymix Plan was acceptable to it on 20 August 

1992.  Accordingly, the Readymix Plan contained an adequate level of detail to 

satisfy Council and therefore Condition 2 of the approval. 

(178) The management plan also identified the extent of the extraction area by marking 

an extraction area boundary on the proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout.  The extent of 

the extraction area, and the finality of it, should be considered in the following 

context: 

(a) The general nature of the resource and operational practice for extractive 

industries dictates that knowledge of the location of hard rock resources 

evolves over time.  Furthermore, Readymix had not undertaken extensive 

drilling to determine or prove up the reserves on the site.  The extraction 

area identified on the proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout was based on limited 

drilling and represented the area of the site within which the deposit was 

believed to be located.  From this limited data79, Readymix estimated that 

the deposit was in excess of 25 million tonnes.  A quarry operator’s 

imperative is to ensure an extractive industry operation could be viable.  

Readymix had determined from limited testing that there was a significant 

deposit available for extraction; more than sufficient to satisfy Council’s long 

term hard rock needs.  The need to undertake extensive testing in these 

circumstances was unnecessary given the time and cost involved.  Ultimately, 

the development of the quarry was dependant on a number of factors 

including geology, method of formation, quality variations, overburden ratios 

and environmental constraints, lending support to the proposition that the 

proposed Kin Kin Quarry Layout was not fixed and final and would evolve 

according to operational and commercial imperatives; 

(b) I note the means of practical internal haulage access to each quarry bench 

(15 metres high) is not shown on the plan, such that this practical 

requirement would need to be resolved at a later time; and 

(c)  The approval applies over all of Portion 259, whilst the ‘extraction area’ is no 

more than a statement of intent forming part of a management plan. 

 

                                                      
79 Section 3.6 
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10.0 History of Commencement 

10.1 Introduction 

(179) The town planning consent approval issued by Council on 21 July 1987 and varied 

by the Local Government Court of Queensland on 13 May 1988 was for ‘Extractive 

Industry’. 

(180) The relevant use definition from the 1985 Schedule for Extractive Industry is as 

follows: 

“Any premises used or intended for use for the extraction, or quarrying of sand, 

gravel, turf, rock, soil, stone or similar materials from land for use as such but not for 

the extraction of specific minerals therefrom and including, when carried out on such 

land from which any such materials are extracted or on any land adjacent thereto, the 

treatment and storage of such materials and the manufacture of products from such 

materials.”80 (my emphasis) 

(181) The character of the use of the land the subject of the approval in respect of which 

the town planning consent permit was issued was for extractive industry or, in 

ordinary terms, a quarry. 

(182) The approval also required the performance or satisfaction of certain conditions 

before construction or operations could commence on the land, namely: 

(a) the submission and approval by Council of management plans prior to the 

commencement of construction or excavation works81; 

(b) the payment of a $20,000 cash bond or bank guarantee to secure 

performance of regular maintenance of roadworks in Sheppersons Lane and 

the general performance of other conditions prior to commencement of 

operations 

(183) The approval could be revoked by Council if the rights conferred by the approval 

were not exercised in accordance with the permit within two (2) years of the date 

of the approval82. 

(184) The purpose of this chapter is to examine the history of commencement of the use 

of the land for extractive industry and whether that use was ever abandoned.   

10.2 Chronology 

(185) A chronology of the history relevant to the commencement of the use of the land is 

summarised below in Table 10.2: 

 

                                                      
80 Part A Definitions 
81 Condition 2 
82 Condition 11 
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Table 10.2 – Chronology of Commencement of Use 

DATE ACTION 

1986 Council conducted percussion drilling on the land. 

19.08.86 Council wrote to Shepperson advising that it had conducted percussion 

drilling which indicated the existence of rock on his property. Council sought 
access to Shepperson's property to carry out an extraction and crushing 
operation to test the suitability of the material83 

18.12.86 Council wrote to Shepperson advising Portion 259 was chosen as a site for a 
future quarry and requesting a meeting regarding acquisition of the site84 

20.02.87 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council advising that Shepperson had 

geological testing done; was negotiating with a company to mine the blue 
metal; would supply the Council with adequate material; as the owner and 
operator could ensure that the blue metal pit is utilised to its full potential85; 
and intended to make an Extractive Industries Permit for Portions 258 and 
259. 

21.07.87 Council resolved to approve Sheppersons application and wrote to 

Shepperson approving the application and providing conditions of 
approval86 

13.05.88 Local Government Court of Queensland consent order amending conditions 

of approval87 

24.04.89 Shepperson requested Council withdraw the $20,000 surety until such time 
as definite steps are taken to open the quarry88 

16.05.89 Council resolved to agree to return the $20,000 surety until the quarry is 
operational89 

18.05.89 Council advised Shepperson it would release the surety90 

08.02.90 Petrographic assessment and report undertaken and prepared for Readymix 

on an aggregate sample from the site91 

14.06.90 Council resolved to delay revocation action for two years92 

1991 Limited drilling undertaken by Readymix93  

19.02.91 Readymix contacted Council about taking up a lease on the Quarry94 

09.05.91 Council resolved that revocation action would commence if no progress in 
the opening of the quarry made95 

28.05.91 Readymix wrote to Shepperson explaining the delay in opening the quarry96 

11.07.91 Readymix provides Kin Kin Quarry Management Statement and 
Development Plan to Council for approval97 

22.08.91 Council resolves that progress had been made towards opening the quarry98 

24.12.91 Council requests Readymix make amendments to Kin Kin Quarry 

Management Statement and Development Plan99 

                                                      
83 Document 1 
84 Document 2 
85 Document 3 
86 Documents 17 and 18 
87 Document 31 
88 Document 32 
89 Document 33 
90 Document 34 
91 Document 44 
92 Document 37 
93 Document 44 
94 Document 39 
95 Documents 41 and 42 
96 Document 43 
97 Document 44 
98 Document 47 
99 Document 48 
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21.04.92 Readymix proposes amendments to Kin Kin Quarry Management Statement 

and Development Plan100 

20.08.92 Council confirms to Readymix that proposed amendments to Kin Kin Quarry 

Management Statement and Development Plan acceptable101 

10.08.93 Shepperson provided consent to Council to enter Por. 258 to carry out 
preliminary survey of proposed access road102 

03.12.93 Council report advises Readymix withdrawal due to cost and uncertainty of 
rock suitability, suggests Council develop the quarry and recommends initial 
testing103 

25.03.94 Shepperson grants Council licence to conduct quarry to test rock suitability 
for road construction104 

Early 94 Council prepares an Agreement with Shepperson to carry out preparatory 

works for gravel production, construction of internal access road, roadworks 
and drainage from Shepperson’s Lane to quarry site105 

Early 94 Council blasting and quarrying of rock 

06.05.94 Council grades and gravels shoulder of Wolvi – Kin Kin Road and clears 

sight distance opposite Sheppersons Lane intersection106 

20.06.94 Council grades and gravels Sheppersons Lane and forms and gravels new 
access through Shepperson property107 

18.07.94 Council replaces running planks and tightens structure of Sheppersons Lane 
bridge108 

08.94 – 
10.94 

Initial crushing conducted by Council on land109 

06.06.95 Council report confirms crushed approx. 20,000m³ of rock and recommends 
12 month extension to agreement110 

03.10.96 Quarry lease between Council and Shepperson for the period 01.07.95 to 
20.07.17 registered111 

20.12.96 Council quarry report records nil annual production and 1,332m³ of 35mm 
rock used for year112 

05.11.98 Council quarry report confirms 7,438m³ of 35mm rock and 4,510m³ of 
75mm rock produced for year113 

15.01.99 Council quarry report confirms 18,118m³ of 35mm rock and 4,510m³ of 
75mm rock produced for year and 6,093m³ of rock blown for year114 

(186) I have caused to be obtained historical aerial imagery of the general locality in 

which the land is situated from the Department of Environment and Resource 

Management.  Refer to Figure 8 – Aerial Photograph 17 September 1989, 

Figure 9 – Aerial Photograph 17 August 1993 and Figure 10 – Aerial 

Photograph 1 August 1996 for historical aerial imagery of the land for the period 

                                                      
100 Document 49 
101 Document 50 
102 Document 52 
103 Document 53 
104 Document 57 
105 Document 54 
106 Document 58 
107 Ibid 
108 Ibid 
109 Ibid 
110 Document 61 
111 Document 78 
112 Document 79 
113 Document 101 
114 Document 102 
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1989 and 1996.  Details of the images, including film and frame numbers and 

photography dates are as follows: 

PHOTOGRAPHY FILM & FRAME NUMBERS DATE 

9445 Gympie 89 QAP4839_010 17.09.89 

9445 Gympie 93 QAP5180_130 17.08.93 

9445 Gympie 96 QAP5439_098 01.08.96 

(187) The aerial image for 17 August 1993 (see: Figure 9 – Aerial Photograph 17 

August 1993) reveals soil disturbance and what appears to be a vehicle track into 

and out of the excavation area.  This area of activity is located adjacent to the 

northern boundary of the land and within the extraction area marked on the sketch 

plan included with the approval.  There does not appear to be any other activity on 

the land in this image. 

(188) The area of soil disturbance is greater in the aerial image dated 1 August 1996 

(see: Figure 10 – Aerial Photograph 1 August 1996) and appears to show two 

stockpiles of rocks adjacent to the northern boundary of the land.  A gravel access 

route is also visible through Lot 258 connecting the land to Shepperson’s Lane. 

(189) Council documents confirm that: 

(a) the external roadwork required to be undertaken pursuant to Condition 1 of 

the approval prior to the commencement of quarry operations was 

undertaken by Council between May and July 1994;  

(b) an acceptable management plan for the quarry had been provided to Council 

by Readymix pursuant to Condition 2 of the approval;  

(c) blasting and quarrying of rock on the land was undertaken by Council in early 

1994; and 

(d) crushing was undertaken by Council between August and October 1994, 

producing approximately 20,000m³ of rock for use on Council road projects. 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(190) The use the subject of the approval is extractive industry.  The use definition from 

the 1985 Schedule, relevant to Shepperson’s quarry, contemplates extractive 

industry as involving the use or intended use of land to extract rock or stone, and 

may include treating, storing and manufacturing products from the extracted rock 

and stone on or adjacent to the land. 

(191) In ordinary parlance, extractive industry reflects the town planning use definition.  

That is, the winning of sand, gravel, soil, rock or other natural resource by ripping, 

blasting, dredging and treatment which may involve crushing, screening, washing, 

blending, grading or other treatment processes. 

(192) I note at this point that extractive industry is very linear in its operation.  An 

approval is obtained, investigations are undertaken, a site is prepared (e.g. access 

roads constructed, vegetation cleared, mobile plant delivered) and quarrying 

commences by the removal of overburden and rock is extracted and processed.  It 

is not uncommon for operations to commence but not finish.  The nature and 

extent of the resource and the rate at which the resource is extracted mean that 

extractive industry operations often have a very long life, which is reflected in the 
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length of the approvals.  The rate of extraction is influenced by economic factors, 

including market demand and the cost of extraction.  It is also influenced by the 

available technology and knowledge of the resource.  The determining factors in a 

quarry finishing are resource exhaustion and market demand.  Significant deposits 

may not be exhausted during the life of an approval, which may necessitate further 

applications being made.  In the current climate it is highly unusual for a quarry to 

close due to lack of market demand. 

10.3 Commencement of Use 

(193) Preparation for use of the land as a quarry commenced prior to Council granting the 

town planning consent, when Council undertook percussion drilling on the land in 

1986.   

(194) Following the issue of the approval, a petrographic assessment was undertaken in 

1990 on behalf of The Readymix Group to determine the quality of the aggregate 

extracted from the land.  The Readymix Group then undertook limited drilling in 

1991 as part of its due diligence investigations for the purposes of its quarry 

management plan to determine the location and extent of the resource. 

(195) When Readymix withdrew in about 1993, Council agreed to undertake quarrying 

and crushing activities.  In late 1993 Shepperson granted access to Council to enter 

the site to carry out a survey of the proposed access road from Shepperson’s Lane 

to the quarry site.   

(196) Council is understood to have quarried rock suitable for crushing in early 1994.  

Roadworks to upgrade Sheppersons Lane, the timber bridge and the Kin Kin Road 

intersection occurred between 6 May 1994 and 18 July 1994.  Crushing occurred 

between August and October 1994.  Approximately 20,000m³ of rock was crushed 

and stockpiled on site.  The crushed rock was blended with gravel from Council’s 

Ringtail Creek quarry to produce high quality road base gravel, which was used on 

a number of local roads including Dr Pages Road, Wahpunga Lane and Kinmond 

Creek Road.  Charge out rates were set for the material extracted from the land115. 

(197) During the period 1996 to 2003, 18,118m³ of 35mm rock and 4,510m³ of 75mm 

rock was extracted and processed by Council pursuant to a lease with Shepperson, 

which was registered with the Titles Office on 3 October 1996.  While volumes are 

low, due to slow turnover of use, Council figures confirm that rock was extracted, 

processed and stockpiled on site for use, presumably for road maintenance and 

general development purposes116. 

(198) The quarrying and crushing conducted by Council during this period was dependant 

on lawful use rights being conferred on Shepperson under the terms of the town 

planning consent.  It follows that the extraction and crushing of rock from the site 

by Council could only occur under the terms of the town planning consent.  While 

the application for town planning consent contemplated a commercial extractive 

industry operator operating the quarry, the approval does not require the quarry to 

be operated by a commercial extractive industry operator.  The use of the site to 

extract and crush rock is a use of the site for Extractive Industry (as defined by the 

                                                      
115 Refer to Document 61 
116 Refer to Section 11.0 below which documents Council’s lease of the quarry from Shepperson 
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planning scheme) which is authorised by the town planning consent.  It is 

immaterial whether the extraction and crushing activities are conducted by 

Shepperson, Readymix, Council or any other person or entity.  The most basic and 

fundamental right conferred by the town planning consent is the right to extract 

rock from the site, process it, stockpile it and transport it from the site.  No 

buildings or structures were erected on the land, but there is no requirement for 

those structures to be erected under the terms of the approval.  Extraction and 

processing of rock can occur on site without the need for buildings or structures.  

Similarly, there is no express requirement in the conditions of the approval for the 

operation to be conducted in accordance with the management plan.  The volume 

of extracted material is less than contemplated by the management plan, but the 

approval is silent on a minimum rate of extraction. 

(199) For these reasons I believe the use of the land contemplated by the approval 

commenced no later than October 1994, being at the conclusion of Council’s initial 

quarrying and crushing activities.  Council documents and historical aerial imagery 

support this conclusion, particularly the Deputy Shire Engineer’s report to Council 

dated 6 June 1995117 which confirmed a significant quantity of rock was crushed, it 

produced a high quality road base gravel (when blended with gravel from Council’s 

Ringtail Creek quarry), it was used on a number of local roads and charge out rates 

were set for the material.  It is therefore my view that the town planning consent, 

being an approval or consent granted by Council under the Local Government Act 

1933, did not lapse as the land was used for the purpose for which the permit was 

issued, within four years after the commencement of the Local Government 

(Planning and Environment) Act 1990. 

10.4 Abandonment 

(200) The site history demonstrates a continuing intent by Shepperson to establish the 

quarry operations fully, since the time of the original application to the present day.  

As the use had already commenced in 1994, it is not of any consequence whether 

on-site operations did cease for any time between 1994 and the present day, 

because of the continuing actions and intent clearly demonstrated by Shepperson 

to fully establish the use.  Accordingly, in my view the use has not been 

abandoned. 

(201) Whether the extractive industry operation has been abandoned will depend on the 

operator’s intentions for the site.  In the case of Shepperson’s quarry, Shepperson’s 

expressed and continued intention for a commercial operator to extract and process 

the resource on his behalf is well documented118.  Council intended to require 

Shepperson to enter into a lease with Council to secure long term resource supply, 

which was imposed as a condition of the original approval119.  This condition was 

subsequently deleted by the Local Government Court of Queensland120.  Readymix 

subsequently became involved and prepared and submitted a quarry management 

plan for Council’s approval.  The Readymix quarry management plan was approved 

by Council121 and allowed Readymix to operate the quarry.  When Readymix 

                                                      
117 Refer to Document 61 
118 Refer to Documents 3 and 4 
119 Refer to Documents 16 and 18 
120 Refer to Document 31 
121 Refer to Documents 44, 48 - 50 
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withdrew, Council responded by conducting extraction and crushing and then 

entering into a lease with Shepperson to operate the quarry122.  It did so under the 

terms of the town planning consent approval until 2003 when Neilsens wrote to 

Council about Neilsens operating the quarry and the Council relinquishing its lease.  

A revised quarry management plan was submitted by Neilsens and approved by 

Council and it is Neilsens intention to operate the quarry in accordance with the 

terms of the approval123. 

(202) Furthermore, given the linear nature of an extractive industry operation, it would 

not be unexpected for operations to temporarily cease once it has commenced.  If a 

resource has not been exhausted, the determining factor in quarry operations will 

be market demand.  Some of the factors which dictate market demand include the 

location of the quarry site, product cost and the nature and scale of projects 

requiring natural resources.  If stockpiles are high and market demand for 

resources is low, it may be some time until extensive stockpiles of materials are 

reduced and extraction and processing recommences.  This does not mean that a 

quarry has been abandoned. 

                                                      
122 Refer to Chapter 11.0 
123 Refer to Chapter 12.0 below 
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11.0 Council’s Lease of the Quarry 

11.1 Introduction 

(203) Condition 4 of the approval dated 21 July 1987 sought to impose on Shepperson a 

requirement that he enter into a long term registered lease, to be negotiated by 

Shepperson and the Shire Engineer, to secure the long term availability to Council 

of suitable material at the cost of production plus a fair profit for Shepperson. 

(204) Condition 4 was deleted by Order of the Local Government Court of Queensland 

dated 13 May 1988. 

11.2 Lease 

(205) On 3 December 1993 a report prepared by the Deputy Shire Engineer concerning 

the Shepperson’s Hill quarry was included in a Services Report to Council.  The 

report noted that: 

(a) The Readymix Group had withdrawn from developing a quarry on the land 

due to the cost of development and uncertain factors about the quality of the 

resource;  

(b)  the Second Respondent had approached Council seeking Council assistance 

to develop the quarry; and 

(c) the Second Respondent was prepared to enter into a long term lease with 

Council to operate a quarry on the land in return for a royalty of $1.10/m³ 

adjusted according to the Consumer Price Index. 

Council’s report recommended that an initial crushing and pavement construction 

operation be undertaken to produce 10,000m³ of product for use in future road 

construction projects to determine its suitability as a road base material.  A suitable 

agreement was recommended to be prepared on terms suitable to the Second 

Respondent and Council to effect the proposal. 

(206) Council prepared a draft Agreement for a Trial Crushing and Construction Exercise 

and a draft Long Term Agreement to lease the land for quarrying purposes.  Council 

resolved to approve the terms of the agreements and authorise Council staff to 

prepare the agreements for signature by Council and the Second Respondent. 

(207) On 25 March 1994 a Deed of Licence was entered into between the Council and the 

Second Respondent.  The Deed of Licence enabled Council to quarry and remove 

rock from the land to test its suitability for use in road construction.  The licence 

was to expire on 30 June 1995, or upon the removal of 15,000m³ of road base, or 

the parties entering a lease of the land for the purpose of a quarry operation, 

whichever occurs first.  Council agreed to pay the Second Respondent $1.10/m³ of 

stockpiled material, adjusted for six monthly movements in the Consumer Price 

Index for the City of Brisbane, and excluding the material used to construct internal 

access tracks and an access track to Sheppersons Lane.  The parties agreed Council 
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could, by notice in writing prior to the expiry of the licence, lease the land to quarry 

and produce road material until 17 Jul 2017.  The lease was to be carried out in 

accordance with the terms of the Deed of Licence and the terms of the Consent 

Order dated 13 May 1988. 

(208) Approximately 20,000m³ of material was crushed by Council between August and 

October 1994, of which approximately 5,000m³ was used in road construction 

projects.  Council officers reported the initial quarrying and crushing activities a 

success to Council as a high quality road base could be produced, and at a lower 

cost due to the Sheppersons Quarry material being blended with cheaper Ringtail 

Creek Road Quarry material to achieve the required binding properties.   However 

Council officers recommended to Council that the licence period be extended for a 

period of 12 months to 30 June 1996 to enable quarry management investigation to 

occur, namely drilling a grid of exploratory holes to determine the profile of the 

rock body and the quantity of overburden above the rock124. 

(209) On 16 June 1995 Council wrote to the Second Respondent seeking his agreement to 

an extension of the Deed of Licence for a period of 12 months.  Shepperson 

proposed a three (3) month extension.  Instead, on 30 June 1995, Council elected 

to exercise its option with Shepperson to take up a lease of the land on 30 June 

1995. 

(210) A Lease was prepared, signed and registered on the title to the land on 3 October 

1996.  The relevant terms of the lease were as follows: 

(a) the whole of Lot 259 on CP MCH187 was to be leased by Council (Items 2 

and 5, Form 7 Lease); 

(b) the term of the lease was to expire on 20 July 2017 (Item 6, Form 7 Lease); 

(c) the land the subject of the lease was to be used for the purpose of quarrying, 

crushing and removal of rock and gravel for road construction and other 

purposes (Cl. 12, Form 20 Schedule); 

(d) Council was required to comply with all relevant statutes, regulations, local 

laws, conditions attaching to extractive industry permit TPC1899 dated 21 

July 1987, as amended by Order of the Local Government Court of 

Queensland dated 13 May 1988 (Cl. 17, Form 20 Schedule). 

(211) Council proceeded to extract and process rock deposits and stockpile the material 

on the land pursuant to the terms of the Lease.  The quantity of rock deposits 

quarried from the land and used by Council is set out in Table 11.2.  Table 11.2 is 

prepared from production figures for the land included in Council’s reports125. 

Table 11.2 – Chronology of Commencement of Use 

PERIOD PRODUCED (m³) USED (m³) 

 35mm 75mm Blown 35mm 75mm Blown 

Bal. at 30.06.96 11,896 0 0 0 0 0 

18.12.96 0 0 0 1,332 0 0 

20.06.97 0 0 0 2,916 0 0 

01.10.97 0 0 0 3,283 0 0 

                                                      
124 Document 61 
125 Documents 79, 81, 87, 92, 93, 95, 101, 102, 104 - 107, 109, 114, 117, 121, 129, 136, 137, 140 and 141 
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30.12.97 0 0 0 437 0 0 

31.03.98 0 0 0 881 0 0 

29.06.98 0 0 0 1,089 0 0 

30.10.98 7,438 4,510 0 1,327 0 0 

14.01.99 10,680 0 6,093 840 0 0 

01.04.99 0 0 1,913 3,594 244 144 

30.06.99 0 0 1,900 863 212 0 

31.12.99 0 0 0 3,510 523 105 

31.03.00 0 0 0 1,130 0 0 

30.06.00126 0 0 0 468 238 0 

29.09.00 0 0 0 963 113 0 

23.03.01 0 0 0 781 306 0 

30.06.01127 0 0 0 393 653 0 

28.06.02 0 0 0 492 546 0 

02.01.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 

04.04.03 0 0 0 780 865 0 

Bal. at 04.04.03 5,412 810 7,757    

 

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(212) Production of quarry rock during the period 1996 to 2003 is relatively limited due to 

slow turnover of use.  In addition to the initial crush of 20,000m³ between August 

and October 1994 under the Deed of Licence, only 18,118m³ of 35mm rock and 

4,510m³ of 75mm rock was extracted and processed.  As at 4 April 2003 a sizeable 

stockpile of rock remains unused.  It is reasonable to assume that turnover was 

slow due to a number of factors, including the existence of another quarry operated 

by Council at Ringtail Creek, the quarry rock being used only by the local authority, 

and the use being limited to rural road maintenance projects in the north of the 

former Noosa Shire.  However, Council figures confirm that rock was extracted, 

processed and stockpiled on site for use in accordance with the terms of the lease 

and the town planning consent approval dated 21 July 1987, and as amended by 

Order of the Local Government Court of Queensland dated 13 May 1988.   

11.3 Surrender of Lease 

(213) During the period October 2000 to April 2003 Shepperson and Council explored 

surrendering the lease.   

(214) On 26 October 2000 Shepperson's solicitors first wrote to Council about and 

releasing the Council from the Lease.  It would appear from the letter that 

Shepperson had been attempting to enter into an arrangement with Sunshine Coast 

Quarries to operate the quarry in accordance with the relevant approval.   

(215) The Director of Business Services prepared a report to Council dated 20 February 

2001 recommending that Council offer to surrender the lease.  The basis of the 

recommendation was that the cost of Council operating the quarry was, on balance, 

                                                      
126 No Council report produced or disclosed for production figures for 30 June 2000.  Figures calculated using difference 

between figures provided for 31 March 2000 and 29 September 2000 
127 No Council report produced or disclosed for production figures for 30 June 2000.  Figures calculated using difference 

between figures provided for 23 March 2001 and 28 June 2002 
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higher than the cost of acquiring material from a commercial operator of the 

quarry.  It was also important to Council that the strategic aim of having a quarry 

in the northern part of the Shire was preserved if the quarry was privately 

operated. 

(216) Council’s solicitor prepared and forwarded a draft Deed of Surrender to 

Shepperson’s solicitors on 11 May 2001.  However by letter dated 27 June 2001 

Shepperson advised that he was not prepared to release Council from the terms of 

the lease because it had been unable to reach an agreement with Sunshine Coast 

Quarries about operating the quarry. 

(217) Quarry rock was not extracted and processed on site by Council under the terms of 

the lease during this period.  However, Council continued to use the quarry rock 

which was stockpiled on the site for various projects. 

(218) On 25 March 2008 Shepperson's solicitors wrote to the Council advising that 

Neilsens had exercised an option to operate the Quarry and requesting the 

surrender of the Council's lease over the Quarry.  The parties signed a Surrender of 

Freehold Lease on 4 and 30 July respectively, and the Surrender of Freehold Lease 

was lodged for registered on the title to the land on 2 September 2008. 

(219) On 8 May 2008 Council wrote to Shepperson's solicitors refusing a request to 

extend the permit for 30 years from 12 May 2033, and approving extension of the 

permit for 5 years from 12 May 2033 subject to conditions. 
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12.0 Neilsens Plan 

12.1 Background to Neilsens Plan 

(220) On 14 April 2003 Neilsens wrote to Council about Neilsens operating the quarry and 

the Council relinquishing its lease.  Neilsens advised that it was proposing to 

establish a ready mix concrete operation in the Tewantin area, the material for 

which would be supplied from the quarry on site, and to expand the operation of 

the existing quarry given its strategic value as one of only two quarries in the Shire.  

Neilsens indicated that it was their intention to expand the quarry and that as the 

proposal was a long term project an extension to the term of the town planning 

consent approval beyond 2017 would be required. 

(221) On 5 September 2003 Shepperson’s solicitors requested an extension of the life of 

the approval for a period of 30 years after the date of Council’s approval of the 

request.  The basis for the request was that the quarry had been relatively inactive 

since Council’s lease of the land on 1 July 1995 and the strategic value of the 

quarry as a key resource area for the Shire. 

(222) Shepperson’s request was considered and decided by Council on 27 November 

2003.  Council’s assessment was that the request was premature and would require 

the submission of an updated quarry management plan for the operational phase of 

the development.  The purpose of the updated quarry management plan was to 

ensure the development complied with the conditions of the town planning consent 

approval and Council’s current environmental standards and policies.  Council 

approved the request, extending the term of the town planning consent approval 

for 15 years until 12 May 2033, and subject to a number of conditions.  There was 

no rationale or explanation provided for a 15 year extension of the term of the 

approval (as opposed to a refusal or 30 year extension).  The approval specifically 

noted that the use of the land for Extractive Industry was to comply with the scale 

and intensity allowed in the current approval and that any increase in scale and 

intensity of operations would require a further application for material change of 

use. 

(223) The conditions of the approval to extend the term of the approval period required 

the preparation of an updated Management Plan relating to the operational phase 

of the development.  The updated Management Plan was to be prepared to the 

reasonable satisfaction of Council within six months from the issue of the extension 

to the term of the approval and was to include the following: 

(a) Environmental Management Plan (EMP); 

(b) Ecological Restoration Plan; 

(c) Landscape Master Plan; 

(d) Traffic Management Plan; 

(e) Sediment and Erosion Control Plan; 
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(f) Water Quality Management Plan. 

The conditions specified the detail to be included in the updated Management Plan.  

The Environmental Management Plan was to also incorporate a requirement for 

annual environmental compliance monitoring and annual audit reports to be 

submitted to Council for the operation of the development demonstrating 

compliance with the Management Plan and the town planning consent approval. 

(224) Shepperson was advised of Council’s decision by letter dated 2 December 2003. 

12.2 Neilsens Quarry Management Plan 

(225) On 25 May 2004 Neilsens forwarded a Quarry Management Plan for Kin Kin Quarry 

(“Neilsens Plan”) to Council, which was received on 26 May 2004. 

(226) Neilsens Plan was divided into three general sections, comprising an introduction, a 

Quarry Development Plan and an Environmental Management Plan.  The 

Environmental Management Plan identified the potential environmental impacts of 

the proposal and provided a framework to manage and contain the impacts at an 

operational level.  The Environmental Management Plan included a range of plans 

for the management of a suite of significant issues which may affect the land, and 

included: 

(a) Water and Erosion Management Plan (Section 3.6); 

(b) Rehabilitation Management Plan (Section 3.8); 

(c) Traffic Management Plan (Section 3.9); 

(d) Landcare Management Plan (Section 3.11); 

(e) Monitoring and Auditing Management Plan (Section 3.13). 

(227) Neilsens Plan also included a number of figures, including:  

(a) Layout plan; 

(b) Staged development plan; 

(c) Stormwater sediment control plan 

(d) Landscape works, undisturbed vegetation and perimeter fencing plan; 

(e) Long term rehabilitation concept; and, 

(f) Batter treatments. 

(228) The layout plan included the location of the quarry benches, processing plant and 

conveyor, internal haul road, stockpile area, settlement pond, water storage areas, 

site office, store, workshop, fuel storage, weighbridge, car parking area, topsoil 

bunding, diversion drain, gravel filter, sump, site access road and landscape buffer.  

Refer to Figure 6 - Nielsen Kin Kin Quarry Layout Plan for details of the quarry 

layout proposed under Neilsens Plan. 

(229) On 10 February 2005 Council requested Neilsens provide further detail of certain 

aspects of its management plan.  An update management plan was provided by 

Neilsens to Council on 24 March 2005. 
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(230) By letter dated 18 May 2005 Council advised that the updated management plan 

was assessed and determined by Council to be satisfactory, in accordance with 

condition A1 of the approval to extend the relevant term, provided Neilsens 

provided a copy of the Annual Environmental Compliance Monitoring Report to 

Council. 

(231) On 21 November 2005, after the lodgement and approval of Neilsens Plan, Council 

advised Neilsens’ representatives that a further application for Material Change of 

Use for Extractive Industry was not required as the development is to comply with 

the scale and intensity of the current approval. 

(232) In 2006 an approval was obtained from the Environmental Protection Agency for a 

Development Permit for a Material Change of Use involving Environmentally 

Relevant Activities required to operate the quarry128.  The ERAs for which approval 

was obtained included ERA 20(c) Extracting Rock and ERA 22(c) Screening 

Materials.  Both of these ERAs approved extraction and crushing using equipment 

with a design capacity of more than 100,000 tonnes of material a year.  There was 

no upper limit to the quantity of material that could be extracted and crushed under 

the terms of the ERA approval.   

PLANNING OBSERVATION 

(233) Neilsens Plan was prepared and received by Council within six (6) months of the 

decision to approve the request for an extension to the term of the approval.  The 

decision was made on 27 November 2003 and communicated to Neilsens on 2 

December 2003.  Neilsens Plan was received by Council on 26 May 2004. 

(234) The layout plan provided significantly more detail of the operational phase of the 

quarry than was provided in the Readymix Plan (refer to Chapter 9.0 of this 

statement for a description of the Readymix Plan).  While the layout provided as 

part of the Readymix Plan could be considered conceptual, the detail provided in 

the layout plan of Neilsens Plan was consistent with what could reasonably be 

expected to be provided for a development application for a Greenfield quarry 

under the current planning framework.  That is, Neilsens Plan reflected current 

practice compared to the Readymix Plan, which was prepared 13 years earlier.  

(235) The approved development of the land under Neilsens Plan remains an extractive 

industry operation.  The method of operation also remains substantially the same.  

Vegetation is to be progressively cleared, prior to the removal of topsoil and 

overburden using earthmoving equipment.  In this case, Neilsens have proposed 

removal using an excavator, bulldozer of similar.  Readymix did not specify the 

method of overburden removal.  Quarry benches are then proposed to be created 

using a combination of drilling and blasting.  Neilsens propose the creation of 10 

benches with a bench height of 15 metres.  In comparison Readymix proposed 11 

benches with a bench height of 15 metres.  Shot rock will then be loaded into haul 

trucks using front end loaders, tracked face shovel or hydraulic excavator and 

transported to the crushing and screening plant for processing.  Readymix did not 

specify how the rock would be removed and transported to its proposed mobile 

processing plant.  However Shepperson in his information request response 

indicated the rock would be extracted by blasting and heavy machinery.  Trucks 

would transport the rock from site, or to an on-site rock crusher.  Front-end loaders 

                                                      
128 Refer to Document 175 
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would be used to transfer stockpiled crushed product into trucks before being 

transported off site.  In all cases, the proposed haul route is via an access road 

which runs through the adjoining Lot 258 adjacent to the applicant’s house to 

Sheppersons Lane and then onto Pomona – Kin Kin – Gympie Road. 

(236) A review of the layouts proposed under the Readymix Plan and Neilsens Plan 

reveals that the layouts of both proposals are fundamentally the same in terms of 

location.  Figure 7 – Readymix and Neilsens Proposed Quarry Layout 

Overlay Plan to this statement provides further detail in this regard.  Site access 

from Lot 258, the weighbridge, site office, car parking area, storeroom and 

workshop remains in the same general location under Neilsens Plan as it did under 

the Readymix Plan.  The stockpile of processed material is also in the same general 

location, but is now elongated in shape along an east – west axis rather than 

aggregated near the western site boundary.  The siltation area has been renamed a 

settlement pond but serves the same purpose.  The settlement pond and adjacent 

water storage area are located in the northern corner of the land, in the same 

general location as that proposed under the Readymix Plan.  A fuel storage area is 

proposed under Neilsens Plan to be located adjacent to the workshop.  Fuel storage 

is a necessary component of an extractive industry operation and its proposed 

location adjacent to the workshop is logical and reasonable in the circumstances. 

(237) Neilsens Plan is more detailed in terms of the proposed processing plant.  Neilsens 

propose a three stage crushing and processing plant linked by a conveyor.  The 

processing plant is located on the same east – west alignment as the Readymix 

Plan but is located deeper into the site.  The processing plant remains adjacent to 

the extraction area proposed by Readymix. 

(238) The location of the extraction area outlined in the Readymix Plan remains the same 

under Neilsens Plan.  The proposal remains to extract hard rock resources from the 

escarpment of the Wahpunga Range.  The extraction area is located between two 

gullies at the eastern and western end of the land and is bounded to the south by 

the unformed Murrays Road.  The hill to be quarried can clearly be seen on the 

photo panoramas at Plate 1 – Site Panoramas.  It is not proposed to extract rock 

from any area outside of the extraction area outlined in the Readymix Plan.   

(239) A point of difference between the Readymix Plan and Neilsens Plan is that Neilsens 

only propose to construct 10 quarry benches, rather than 11 as proposed by 

Readymix.  Bench height remains the same.  Neilsens propose a deeper quarry 

floor, down to 60 metres AHD compared to Readymix’s 80 metres AHD.  The shape 

of the quarry benches are also generally the same, following the contours of the 

land in a generally crescent shape.  Unlike the Readymix Plan, Neilsens quarry 

benches terminate before the gully on the western boundary, to allow a flow path 

for surface water from the top of the escarpment.   

(240) The most significant difference between the Readymix Plan and Neilsens Plan is that 

the internal haul roads from the quarry benches to processing plant near the 

eastern site boundary follow the contours of the land and extend beyond the 

extraction area.  The Readymix Plan does not show any detail of internal haul 

routes, which I assume would have by necessity been arranged in a similar fashion 

to that shown on Neilsens Plan.  The internal haul roads minimise the amount of 

excavation required to construct the roads, road gradients and cross slope, and 

maximise site safety through reduced opportunities for landslide and erosion.  It is 
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clear from the layout plan that no extraction is proposed along the internal haul 

roads and that Neilsens is not proposing to expand the size of the quarry 

pit/extraction area.  This conclusion is supported by the Staged Development Plans, 

which show the progressive development of the quarry pit.  The internal haul roads 

to the east of the quarry pit are never developed. 

(241) The 20 metre buffer area provided under the Readymix Plan is retained under 

Neilsens Plan and no part of the proposal encroaches into this area. 

(242) Neilsens Plan did not provide details of the rate of extraction, but did estimate that 

there are sufficient rock resources on site for a quarry life of more than 30 years. 

This is consistent with the terms of the ERA approvals in 2006 which also did not 

limit the annual rate of extraction nor impose a limit on the quantity of material 

that could be extracted from the quarry. 

(243) Blasting and explosive operations were restricted under Neilsens Plan to between 

7.00am and 6.00pm weekdays, and not on a weekend or public holiday unless in an 

emergency or with prior Council approval, in accordance with Clause 8 of the 

original town planning consent approval. 

(244) Neilsens Plan proposed progressive rehabilitation and vegetation works of quarry 

benches, commencing within six (6) months of final limits of extraction being 

attained and completed within 12 months.  Neilsens proposal goes beyond what 

was proposed by Readymix, which proposed progressive restoration and 

rehabilitation of the land, excluding quarry faces, once the final end use of the land 

had been determined. 

(245) Neilsens Plan included a traffic management plan, but did not provide 30 year 

traffic movement predictions as required by the conditions of the approval to 

extend the term of the original approval.  The traffic management plan identified 

potential traffic issues and performance targets as well as management procedures 

and practice, monitoring and reporting requirements and responsibilities.  Critically, 

the traffic management plan did not provide details of predicted site traffic volumes 

on the basis that a firm estimate could not be provided until the quarry was 

established and operational.  In contrast, the Readymix Plan estimated site traffic 

movements to be approximately 30 per day.  Given that Neilsens were not 

proposing to increase the scale or intensity of the use of the land from that 

originally approved, it is reasonable to assume as a starting point that site traffic 

movements would be as estimated by Readymix. 

(246) The Readymix Plan and Neilsens Plan would have very similar impacts in terms of 

visual amenity, noise, traffic, vegetation and water quality management.  They 

propose a similar quantity and rate of extraction over a similar area.  The layout of 

Neilsens Plan is more detailed but fundamentally the same as The Readymix Plan in 

terms of location.  The internal haul roads from the quarry benches to processing 

plant are now detailed, but logically follow the contours of the land.  No extraction 

is proposed along the internal haul roads.  The quarry pit is deeper, but Neilsens 

are proposing one less quarry bench.  The extraction area remains in the same 

location.  From this it can be concluded that Neilsens is not proposing to expand the 

size of the quarry pit/extraction area.  Accordingly, it is my opinion that no material 

change of use arises as a consequence of Neilsens Plan, as there is no material 

change in scale or intensity of the use.  I note that it was a specific condition of the 
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approval dated 27 November 2003 that the use of the land for Extractive Industry 

was to comply with the scale and intensity allowed in the current approval and that 

any increase in scale and intensity of operations would require a further application 

for material change of use.  Further, for reasons previously explained in this report, 

Neilsens Plan does not represent the commencement of a new use, because the 

approved use was commenced and never abandoned. 
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13.0 Public Interest 

13.1 Public Interest 

(247) From a town planning perspective the proposal was, at the time of the approval, 

and continues to be in the public interest. 

(248) Should it be necessary for the Court to exercise its discretion to allow the approved 

development to continue, I have set out below public interest considerations which 

I believe ought to be taken into account. 

13.1.1 Elapsed Time 

(249) The town planning consent approval for the extractive industry operation is 23 

years old.  A significant amount of time has elapsed since the approval was 

originally granted by Council.   

(250) The public was afforded opportunities during the application and approval process 

to be involved.  The applicant advertised the development application in the local 

newspaper and a sign was erected.  The application material was available for 

viewing at Council’s offices, which would have disclosed that that a quarry was 

proposed to be operated on the land whereby rock would be extracted, processed 

and stockpiled before being transported off site via Sheppersons Lane to Kin Kin 

Road and the Bruce Highway.  No submissions against the proposal were made 

during the public notification period.   

(251) The quarry was always going to have impacts on the community in terms of visual 

amenity, noise, traffic, vegetation and water quality management.  That is the very 

nature of a high impact land use.  These impacts were subject to control through 

the imposition of conditions and the requirement to prepare and operate the quarry 

in accordance with a quarry management plan.   

(252) Both Readymix and Neilsens have undertaken site investigations for the preparation 

of the quarry management plans which were required as a condition of the approval 

before operations could commence (in Readymix’s case) or continue (in Neilsens’ 

case).  Neilsens are obliged to operate the quarry in accordance with the terms of 

the approval and its approved quarry management plan.   

(253) As has been identified in the previous chapters, the quarry has been operational 

since the approval was granted.  Council has operated the quarry in the absence of 

a commercial operator, by extracting, crushing, stockpiling and transporting 

material from the land, albeit at volumes lower than might have been otherwise 

contemplated under the Readymix Plan.  There has therefore been activity on the 

land during this time. 

(254) I note that on 28 July 1997 Gary and Pam Stewart wrote to the Shire Chairman 

seeking information about the quarry, raising concerns about its impact on their 

way of life and the suitability of the road network for quarry traffic.  In a series of 

correspondence in August and September 1997, Council confirmed that the land 
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had been identified as the location of important extractive resources and that an 

approval had been obtained 10 years earlier.  This exchange of correspondence in 

1997129 confirms that there was sufficient activity on the land to come to the 

attention of members of the public.   

(255) Notwithstanding past and current attempts to revisit the application and approval 

by local residents, the quarry has not caused significant harm over the past 23 

years. 

13.1.2 Council Interest 

(256) Council has long wanted a quarry in the northern part of the shire.  The Wahpunga 

Range, which traverses the land, has been recognised as a major quarry resource 

since 1978 which was reflected in Part B of the 1988 Strategic Plan for the Noosa 

Shire.  Council wanted to put in place measures to safeguard suitable rock deposits 

for quarrying in the medium to long term.  Council undertook percussion drilling on 

the land to confirm the existence of a large quantity of rock suitable for screenings 

for bitumen surfacing, concrete aggregate, sea walling, road base, and sub base 

coarse gravels.  Prior to Shepperson’s application for town planning consent, it was 

Council’s intention to acquire the land from Shepperson for the purposes of a future 

quarry; one of two sites in the Shire chosen for that purpose.   

(257) Once the application was made, Council sought to put some arrangement in place 

to secure the long term availability of the extracted material to Council for use in 

road maintenance and development works, and then leased the land from 

Shepperson and operated the quarry for a period. 

(258) Subsequent Department of Natural Resources and Mines investigations and Council 

studies and plans continued to confirm Wahpunga Range as the location of a 

significant and valuable extractive resource for the Shire.  Council’s interest in the 

land and the value the land holds to the Shire has been reflected in Council’s 

strategic plans and the protection afforded to extractive resources in its planning 

scheme. 

13.1.3 Strategic Location 

(259) Commercial operators have recognised the strategic value of the land.  Readymix 

noted that the deposit was likely to be one of the few hard rock deposits within the 

Shire suitable for quarrying with limited constraints, such as conflicting land uses, 

visual impacts or access issues.  Readymix identified the North Coast as a 

burgeoning market for high quality crushed rock, particularly for road infrastructure 

projects associated with population growth130.  

(260) Figure 23 – North Coast Quarry Location Map shows the location of those 

quarries believed to be operating between Caboolture and Maryborough.  Figure 23 

illustrates the strategic value of the land as one of only a few quarries of this size 

situated in the northern part of the Sunshine Coast between Noosa Heads and 

Maryborough. 

                                                      
129 Documents 82 – 86 
130 Document 44 
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(261) Accordingly, not only is the land positioned to supply the infrastructure needs of the 

northern part of the Sunshine Coast, it is also strategically positioned to supply 

projects in Gympie and the Fraser Coast.  One such project is the 61km upgrade 

and realignment of the Bruce Highway from Cooroy to Curra, including a bypass of 

Gympie, which will require sufficient quantities of crushed rock for a four-lane 

divided highway built to motorway standard131.  Construction started in 2010.  The 

land is well located to service this project, obviating the cost and need to transport 

resources from more remote locations. 

13.1.4 State Interest 

(262) The land has been identified as Key Resource Area (KRA) 57 – Wahpunga Range 

under State Planning Policy 2/2007: Protection of Extractive Resources, being the 

location of extractive resources of State or regional significance.  The land is 

recognised as having strategic significance due to the “sparsity of other resources 

close to major growth areas in the Noosa and Cooloola Shires”132 and the quantity 

of resources present.  The Guideline recognises the resource is sited on a high 

ridge, a separate distance of 1,000 metres around the resource is adequate and the 

transport route passes through Lot 258 to Sheppersons Lane and Gympie – Kin Kin 

Road.  The inclusion of the land as a Key Resource Area provides the land, and the 

resources within the land, with a measure of protection from development which 

might otherwise prevent or constrain extraction activities as and when needed.  

13.1.5 Reasonable Community Expectations 

(263) The reasonable expectations of a community are established having regard to the 

planning framework (including approvals) as well as physical conditions.  In this 

case, I make the following observations: 

(a) the 1988 Strategic Plan identifies the Wahpunga Range as the location of a 

major extractive resource; 

(b) the 1997 Strategic Plan identifies the land as an Extractive Resource 

Precinct and Potential Area of Extractive Resource Precinct Influence; 

(c) the 2006 Strategy Map identifies the land and the surrounding area as the 

location of Extractive Resources; 

(d) the 2006 Noosa Plan Natural Resources Overlay identifies the land as a Key 

Resource/Processing Area and Resource/Processing Separation Area with 

haul route traversing Sheppersons Lane to Gympie – Kin Kin Road; 

(e) the planning framework includes State Planning Policy 2/07 as well as the 

South East Queensland Regional Plan, which each strongly promote the land 

as a Key Resource Area, to be protected and utilised; 

(f) since 1986 quarry operations have occurred on this land, with current land 

conditions consistent with an extractive industry character (refer to Plate 1 

– Site Panoramas); 

                                                      
131 See: http://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Projects/Name/B/Bruce-Highway-Cooroy-to-Curra.aspx 
132 Refer to Appendix B to State Planning Policy 2/07 Guideline: Protection of Extractive Resources  
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(g) since 1987 several approvals have been granted by Council for quarry 

operations (referred to earlier in this report); 

(h) in 2006 an approval was obtained from the Environmental Protection 

Agency for a Development Permit for a Material Change of Use involving 

Environmentally Relevant Activities required to operate the quarry133; 

(i) in 2007 Neilsens applied for and obtained from the Department of Natural 

Resources and Water a certified Property Map of Assessable Vegetation134 

and a Development Permit for Operational Work to clear native vegetation 

on the land135. 

(j) quarry traffic is to access the land using Sheppersons Lane, which is only 

approximately one kilometre long, with frontage to only a handful of 

properties, does not carry substantial volumes of traffic, and which is the 

subject of conditions of approval requiring its ongoing maintenance; 

(k) but for Sheppersons lane, quarry traffic will use Gympie – Kin Kin Road, 

which is a State controlled road, and the Department of Main Roads were 

consulted by Council for its requirements during the approval process; 

(l) other than Shepperson’s residence, the closest dwelling to the land is 

situated 800 metres to the north of the land boundary (and approximately 

1.3km from the proposed extraction area). 

(264) The planning framework also intends to protect character and amenity, as is the 

case throughout most of Queensland’s local government areas.  However, from a 

planning point of view, a balance needs to be struck between these different 

objectives of the planning framework. 

(265) In this case, it is reasonable to expect properties situated adjacent to the State 

controlled road to experience some impacts from all users of the road network, 

including quarry vehicles.  Conditions of approval have been imposed to protect 

issues such as amenity and environmental standards, including the preparation of a 

quarry management plan.  The approved development is to be operated in 

accordance with the conditions, the quarry management plan and the relevant 

legislative standards.   

(266) The Council and State agencies also have significant powers to regulate and 

monitor the development.  As such, the approved development has not and is 

unlikely to cause significant harm to nearby properties and the surrounding 

community.   

(267) The quarry was originally approved as an extractive industry operation.  It has 

operated as an extractive industry since the approval was granted.  It has received 

continued recognition by Council through the planning scheme.  It currently 

remains an extractive industry operation.  It is intended that the land continue to 

operate as an extractive industry. 

(268) For these reasons it is my view that the approved quarry, as expressed in Neilsens 

Plan ought to fall within the reasonable expectations of the community. 

                                                      
133 Refer to Document 175 
134 A certified PMAV replaces a Regional Ecosystem (RE) map in determining whether an application is required to clear 

native vegetation on the land.   
135 Refer to Documents 181 and 182 
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14.0 Conclusion 

(269) Quarries are special.  They provide a much needed resource which is essential to 

our way of life.  The main markets for extractive resource products are urban 

communities which are experiencing well documented population growth.  The 

location of extractive resources is determined by geological conditions.  Extractive 

resources are also finite.  They need to be accessed where they naturally occur and 

also be close to markets.  Unfortunately this can result in land use conflicts.  In the 

present case the quarry is located in a predominately rural environment with the 

nearest residential area approximately 1km or more away. 

(270) Sheppersons application for town planning consent was simple in terms of its form 

and content.  However procedurally, when considered as a whole, all of the 

essential elements required for a development application were present and no 

mischief or nuisance occurred.  The proposal was documented in the application 

material from the outset and available for public inspection. 

(271) Quarry management plans were prepared in accordance with the terms of the 

approval.  The plans were substantially the same, albeit the second plan contained 

significantly more operational detail than the first.  Both plans would have very 

similar impacts in terms of visual amenity, noise, traffic, vegetation and water 

quality management.  Both plans proposed a similar quantity and rate of extraction 

over a similar area.  No material change of use arose as a consequence of Neilsens 

Plan, as there was no material change in scale or intensity of the use.   

(272) The use approved by the town planning consent commenced no later than October 

1994 when Council completed its initial quarrying and crushing activities, within the 

requisite four year period and did not lapse. 

(273) The use approved by the town planning consent was not abandoned.  The land 

history demonstrates the continuing actions and intent by Shepperson to fully 

establish quarry operations, since the original application to the present day.   

(274) The approved development is in the public interest.  A significant amount of time 

has elapsed since the approval was originally granted by Council, during which time 

the quarry has been operational.  The land has strategic value and safeguards 

suitable rock deposits for quarrying in the medium to long term. 

(275) The planning framework has consistently reinforced the approved development.  

The land is identified as a Key Resource Area (KRA) under State Planning Policy 

2/2007: Protection of Extractive Resources and has received continued recognition 

by Council through its planning scheme. 

Steve Reynolds BRTP, MSc (Env Man), MPIA 

 

Director 

Humphreys Reynolds Perkins  

Planning Consultants 
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>
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HUMPHREYS REYNOLDS PERKINS  PLANNING CONSULTANTS

GOOGLE EARTH

Northcoast Quarry
Locations

NN
A Image Flat Quarries

178 Image Flat Road, Nambour

QUARRYREF.

B Parklands Blue Metal
Parklands

C Cemex
Bli Bli-Cooney Road, Nambour

D CSR
Quanda Road, Coolum

E Boral
Toolborough Road, Coolum

F Qld Stone Supplies
931 Yandina-Bli Bli Road, Bli Bli

G Neilsens
Kin Kin

H Sunshine Coast Quarries
Moy Pocket Road, Kenilworth

I KJ Andreassen
3 Ballard Road, Imbil

J Cemex Maryborough Quarries
411 Mungar Road

K Cemex Maryborough Quarries
6 Gilmers Road

L Boral
Connection Road, Mooloolah

M Cemex Mooloolah Sands Quarry
2701 Glass House Mountains Road

N Hanson Construction Materials
Mt Beerwah Road, Glass House Mountains

O Bracalba Quarry
Daguilar Highway, Wamuran

P Cemex Donnybrook Quarry
88 Donnybrook Road, Donnybrook
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Photographs 

INDICATIVE LOCATION OF SITE BOUNDARY

TRACTOR IS IN THE SAME POSITION IN EACH PHOTOGRAPH

LEGEND

NN

NN

NN

NE BOUNDARY (APPROX.) NW BOUNDARY (APPROX.)
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 9792617
Search Date: 05/08/2010 14:20                      Title Reference: 12433112
                                                      Date Created: 12/05/1949
 
Previous Title: 12382115
                12382116
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
JOHN WALLACE SHEPPERSON
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 259    CROWN PLAN MCH187
            County of MARCH             Parish of NOOSA
            Local Government: SUNSHINE COAST
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 12177001 (POR 259)
 
     2. MORTGAGE No 601968993 (G182893)  08/10/1980
        TO AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LIMITED
 
     3. MORTGAGE No 712919607  08/12/2009 at 13:26
        AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LIMITED A.B.N. 11
        005 357 522
 
     4. LEASE No 713192301  22/04/2010 at 11:16
        NEILSEN DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD A.B.N. 51 067 197 675
        OF THE WHOLE OF THE LAND
        TERM: 03/09/2008 TO 02/09/2013 OPTION 5 YEARS
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES
Dealing    Type                         Lodgement Date   Status
710405884  VEG NOTICE                   09/03/2007 15:53 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
711082260  VEG NOTICE                   12/10/2007 09:37 CURRENT
           VEGETATION MANAGEMENT ACT 1999
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT) [2010]
Requested By: D APPLICATIONS CITEC CONFIRM
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                      CURRENT TITLE SEARCH
               ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, QUEENSLAND
 Request No: 9792619
Search Date: 05/08/2010 14:20                      Title Reference: 16053001
                                                      Date Created: 31/10/1980
 
Previous Title: 12177002
 
REGISTERED OWNER
 
JOHN WALLACE SHEPPERSON
 
ESTATE AND LAND
 
 Estate in Fee Simple
 
 LOT 258    CROWN PLAN MCH187
            County of MARCH             Parish of NOOSA
            Local Government: SUNSHINE COAST
 
EASEMENTS, ENCUMBRANCES AND INTERESTS
 
     1. Rights and interests reserved to the Crown by
        Deed of Grant No. 12177002 (POR 258)
 
     2. MORTGAGE No 601968993 (G182893)  08/10/1980
        TO AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LIMITED
 
     3. MORTGAGE No 712919607  08/12/2009 at 13:26
        AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LIMITED A.B.N. 11
        005 357 522
 
     4. LEASE No 713192301  22/04/2010 at 11:16
        NEILSEN DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD A.B.N. 51 067 197 675
        OF THE WHOLE OF THE LAND
        TERM: 03/09/2008 TO 02/09/2013 OPTION 5 YEARS
 
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVICES - NIL
UNREGISTERED DEALINGS  - NIL
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE ISSUED - No

Caution - Charges do not necessarily appear in order of priority

                      ** End of Current Title Search **

COPYRIGHT THE STATE OF QUEENSLAND (ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT) [2010]
Requested By: D APPLICATIONS CITEC CONFIRM
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